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navy game
Wind velocity
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12 county, is anxious to claim the dis gotiations
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trip here. They tmido a urday by overwhelming Bnte 39 Charles Page and his interests and home was one of the nicest in Fort
Direction of wind
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turn nnd struck a pole to 0, and Georeetown outfought In favor of the said U O. Lytic and Sumner. It was partially covered
pounds the only team In the conference
sharp
.Character of day...,
Clear nity.
sterling,
tho cue turntus over twice,
capable of breaking the tie.
his clients and their interests."
by iusuranco.
uuckneii, .13 to vt
sets aside tho week of December
Kducation
3 to 9
as American
Week. He recommends to the appropriate national, slate and local
authorities that they give their
cordial support and
and also calls upon parents to enlist themselves in behalf of closer
understanding between the school
and tho home. The text of tho
proclamation follows:
"The ideals of democratic government and democratic education
were planted simultaneously in our
The fathers rightly becountry.
lieved that only a people trained
to vision of public needs and duties
could develop and maintain the
institutions of popular government.
The system of universal education
established in tho beginning has
developed with the country and become, one of the characteristic features of our life. In it we have
laid tho foundation of that system
of American culture which has enabled us to absorb and assimilate
millions who have come to us trim
many countries, bringing the traditions of widely varying institutions.in
"In order that we may keep
mind the need constantly to
our educational system it Is
Decemproposed that tho weekset oilaside
foi
ber
inclusive, be
American
as
special observance
recommendis
It
week.
education
ed to tho governors of the states
v. ith the eduthat they
cational and civil authorities of
their commonwealths to make the
week a period for revival of inter- est in the broad work of national
education.
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IOWA'S FARMER SENATOR WITH PRIZE POLAND CHINAS

SAYS AFRICA IS

i

12

Iowa Is sending a

farmer to the U.

TREASURE HOUSE

BEEN ADMITTED

He's Smith tfrookliart.
Brookhart prides himself on being a practical farmer and is as
proud of his prize winning Poland
China swine as lie is of his recent
election to the United States sen-atThe farmer vote was largely responsible for his election.

TO BRITISH

lr?r;

o.

Is a Land Flowing With Milk
and Honey; Resources
Are Virtually Unknown to
: Civilization
New York. Nov. 19. Africa is
lite continent of (Trent misunder- K
the Dm
standings, rather than
ln
Continent, and as a land flow
of the
instead
with milk nnd Vncy
romanticists
frontier for
last
nthirst for wild thrills, is the theme
the
of a report published today byinterfund for an
Phelps-Stoke- s
commission, which has
national
Just returned from a ten months
investigation.
Tho immense and varied physical resources of Africa are virtually
unknown to civilization, says l'r.
Thomas Jesse Jones, author of the
researches
report, because previous or
governwere made for private
mental use, and the results were
the
that
not published. He regrets
was
popular conception of Africa
derived from Journalistic accounts.
He found evidence to convinceis
the most skeptical that Africa of
tho "undeveloped treasure house
posthe world," with every colony
commersessing precious metals in
In
cial quantities and possibilities and
agriculture, animal husbandry iiavr
water power that scarcely
been touched.
Four general misconceptions arc
in
limiting investment of capital
African industry and agriculture;
colonial
hampering the efforts of
governments, and discouraging the
Dr. Jones
mipport of missions.concerns
natural
The first
resources and scenery, the second
contithe
of
tho health conditions
nent tho third the improvablllty of
-the people, nd the fourth the European and American influences.un"The most unfortunate and
is
fair of all the misunderstandings
that the African people do not give
sufficient
promise of development
to warrant efforts in their behalf,"
Dr. Jones reports, adding thnt the
contrary is shown "by their
to the missions, governorganizaments and commercial
tions."
. "Africans." he, goes on, "occupy
positions of importance in every
There are physicolony visited.
cians, lawyers and ministers who
have completed the requirement
and
of European universities,
while tlvs number is small It Is sufficient to prove the capacity of the
people.
"The clerical tasks of govern
ment, industry and commerce are
entrusted to young
very largely
African men. The mechanical operations on railroads and In construction are more and more being
taken over by African workmen.
Every mission gives emphatic testimony to the value of the native
teachers and ministers,
"Nor are the possibilities of the
Africans to bfi Judged only by those
who have entered the ranks of civilization, whether in Africa,
or America. Their
their handicraft, their native
music, their forms of government,
their linguistic powers all are substantial evidences of their capacity
to respond to tho wise approaches
of civilization."
Evil influences originated with
the white explorer and still persist, but Dr. Jones Is convinced
that the native has gained more
than ho lost through the white
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Legal Dress Includes the
Ordinary Barrister's Wig
and the Orthodox Black

IMS

Gown; November Fog
London, Nov. 19. Eleven women were "called to tho bar" Friday, making a total of 12 English women now authorized to
practice law on equal terms with
men.. The only woman heretofore
privileged to practice law In England was Dr. Ivy Williams, who
donned tho legal robes and wig
several months ago.
All the women who wore admitted to practice Friday passed
the legal examinations some time
ago. but have been completing
their preliminary wdrk by studying in the law courts. One among
the 12 Intends to practice In the
divorce courts.
Tho legal dress prescribed for
women attorneys Includes the ordinary barrister's wig and the
orthodox black gown over a dress
of dark material which is high in
the neck and hangs below the
robe.

,

s.

'

Ku-ro-

folk-lor-

e,

man's advent,
"Ignorance, injustice, unrest in
Africa will always
disturb the
peace of mankind elsewhere," he
concludes, "The only cure for the
'rising tide of color' and
'the revolt ar.ainst
civilization,'
heralded uhroad with such anxiety
some
alarmists of the present
by
time, is in the development of
genuine and sincere
of peoples of all races, based upon
an education of the native masses
and native leaders in the common

OREGON'S SQUAD
AND CALIFORNIA

TIED FOR EIRST
Each Team Has Won Three
;

;
:

Games and Lost None
and They Will Not Meet
Again

I

nis

season.

' San Francisco, Nov. 19. (by the
Associated Press). Oregon's 10 to
o victory over the Oregon Aggies
0
Saturday sent the Eugene team
a tio with the champion California eleven for first place in
the Pacific coast conference table.
ISach team has won three games
and lost none. They do not meet
this year.
at
Oregon plays Washington
Seattle Thanksgiving day in its last
conference game of the year while
tiallfornia has yet to meet Stanford. In the latter game California has all the advantage but in
tho northern contest the Seattle
Huskies
may wreck
Oregon's
claims for a share of the far west's
championship honors. An Oregon
win over Washington would put
the team In line for selection as the
representative of tho west in the
game at Pasadena.
University of Koulhern California's win over Idaho yesterday put
the Vandals into tha conference
cellar for the year, giving their,
fqur straight losses. The Washington win over Stanford strengthened the Huskies' claim to being
the second best team on the
coast.
.
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RESIGNATION OF T. H.
NEWBERRY FORWARDED
TO GOV. GROESBECK

HUNTERS GIVEN

IRII

Continued from I'age One.

a general fooling of unrest
therefor.

was

responsible
His Work JIumiH-rod- .
futile
renders
"This situation
further service by nu n in the United .States who have consistently
policies
supported the progressive
c.f President Harding's administration. My work there has been and
would continue to be hampered by
and
partisan political persecution
I therefore, cheerfully return my
commission to the people from
whom I received it. I desire to record an expression of my gratitt.de
for the splendid friendship, loyalty
and devotion of those who have
endured with mo during the past
four years, experiences unparellel-e- d
in tho political history of our
country. Hy direction of the democratic administration these began
Immediately upon my resignation
by proceedings before a specially
selected grand Jury Bitting in another state, which, by a vote of
exonsixteen to one. completely
erated those viho had conducted
T.ieu followed my
my campaign.
election, with every issue which
been
since
has
raised, clearly before the electorate of the stale. A
was demanded and after
a thorough and painstaking review
of the ballots by the United States
senate, I was found to have received a majority. While thi was
In progress I was subjected with a
number of representative
large
men of Michigan who hr supported me. to a trial following indictments procured by a democratic
department of Justice, which,
through hundreds of agents, had
hounded and terrified men in all
parts of the state into believing
that some wrong had been done.
Under the instructions given by the
court, conviction of a. conspiracy to
spend more than 3.750 naturally
was found and sentences imposing
fines and imprisonment were
mediately passed. All charges of
bribery and corruption were, how
ever, quashed by the specific order
of the presiding Judge.
Lower Court
"On appeal, the supreme court
of the United States reversed the
action of the cou' below because,
as stated by Chief Justice White,
of the grave misapprehension and
the grievous misapplication of the
statute which was also declared
unconstitutional. A Tirotracted investigation 'before the committee
on privileges and elections of the
senate resulted In a renort sustaining my election; and after a bitter
partisan debate the senate declared that I was entitled to inv
seat.
"In view of all these proceedings
my right to my seat. ha been fully
confirmed, and I ant thankful to
have been permitted to serve my
state and my country, and to have
the eternal satisfaction of having
by my vote aided in keeping the
United States out of the league of
nations.
Has "Kept the I'ullli."
"For those who so
and unselfishly workedpatriotically
for my
election and in defense of my own
honor, that of my family and
friends, 1 have fought the fight nnd
kept the faith. The time has now
come, however, when I can conscientiously lay down the burden
and this I most cheerfully do. If
In the future there seems to
be opr .i,n
portunity for imhllc trorvi
not hesitate to offer my services
to
"re ""if wnicn t love and the
country I revere."
In his letter to thp vice pres.'-den- t
under date of November 17.
Mr. Newberrv said:
"I enclose herewith copv of mv
resignation which I have this day
: :
" l"
or the
at9 f Michigan, governor
and 1 respectfully request that this be read
Into
ot- ,he senat0 as
so"
mainly
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take any migratory garr.j bird between sunset and
hour
before sunrise.
Difference in lime Of sunrise and
sunset between Santa Ve, Uoswell
and Albuquerque, N. M.:
Mhuqni'lquc.
November .Sunrise: (I to 1 minute earlier th:ui Santa Fe. Sunset:
3 to
minutes later than Santa
Fe.
Sunrise: 0 to 1 minDecember
ute earlier than Santa Fe. Sunset:
5 minutes
later than Santa Fe.
January Sunrise: 0 to 1 minWill ute earlier than Santa Fe. Sunset:
4 to 5 minutes
later than Sunta
Fe.
lf

one-ha-

D

KomvoII.

11
to 13
Sunrise:
Novembei
Fe.
minutes earlier than Santu
Sunset: 2 minutes earlier to 1 mln-u- t
later than Santa F.
13 to
H
December Sunrise:
Fo.
minutes earlier than Santa
Sunset: 1 to 2 minutes later than
Santa, Fe.
lanuarj Sunrise: 12 to 14 mln- -'
utes earlier than Santa Fe. Sunset: 2 minutes later to 1 minute
earlier than Santa Fe.

gin shooting before or within one
hour after sunns, ann continue after sundown. This is apparently
more often the case on somewhat
cloudy days and is believed to be
due to starting or closing by clock
and because the hunters have a
misconception of the actual official timo for Bunrise and sunset.
For the benefit of hunters on
cloudy days the official table issued by tho bureau o biological
survey Is published.
Warning has been sent forth by
various game officials that every
effort is to be made to enforce the
law prohibiting gamo und bird
shooting before tho hours of sunHunters
rise and after sunset.
found failing to comply with the
law are to be vigorously prosecuted.
Following i" the table published by the bureau ot biological survey, of tho U. S. department of agriculture:
November.
Sunrise Sunset
:47
:4S

3

4:53
4:02
4:T.2

4

2:!
4
"."

t!

27

ti::.2

:

4

A: 5.1

6:54

25

6:5.1

10

6:56

lecember.

,S

lo reach tho $300,000

Is expecteil

V

the close of 1922.
"iMr., Kerr certainly is impressed
with what is 'being accomplished
in the Mesilla valley." Mr. Stevens
said. "Ha believes that this district lias n wonderful future, especially if the farriers continue to
add dairy cows as a part of the
farm."
v

J.
i 't

Glass-Lumb-

er

LL.MHKIt
C. HAI.HKIlKiK)
CO.
Knulb I (rut street
I'lmna 4U2

mark-b-

ALCOHOL
188 PROOF
Pints, quarts, gallons
For Your Car

OB.1ECT TO BEGGING.
Houston, Tex., Nov. 19. A proand
deaf
test against allowing
dumb transients to beg on tlfe
streets of Houston has been sent to
Mayor Holcombe by the Houston
Division No. 81 of the National
Society or the Deaf.

ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.

Phone 421
423 North First.

'

elect the Roaster Which Best
Fleets Your Retirements
From Our Large, Carefully Picked Stock
is

THERE

no

better

roaster than
the Savory and our
stock of them is complete,
allowing you to select tho
size and finish which best
meets your needs.
IN STEEL Medium, $1.75;
large, $2.25.

IT'S

ENAMELED
Medium,
$3.25; large $4.00.

which gives

ALUMINUM
$3.25
large size only.

delicious

tf

after

rii.ii film nrodncers.
more than three years of

Wind Shield
i
I

.

unsuc-icessf-

for

Savory Roasters are the
kind
seamless,
very easy to keep clean.
Other makes from $1 up.
self-basti-

t

ha-v-

a--

n

4:f.X

G:u0

v

er of the association, reports that
than
loans amounting to more
J200.000 have been made In the
Mesilla valley to dale, and that It

'

efforts, now are making
FROPOSAL FOR A
they claim
pictures with which
with
MINE
they will be able to compete
STANDARD
According
their
REJECTED
WAGE
to the British producers, In ob
,nt'fieiiilv has been
they
Continurd frnm i'age One.
taining directorsto at salaries
oner, ivv.a
been able
obtained
over
.
and retailers,
middlemen
however, the producers
e able
which the operators have no Con- more funds, and now theyto Amen-caoffers
tentative
make
to
trol.
directors as well as American
it suggested
The commission,
should investigate all these items. "'"The first contingent of directors
The miners'
letter, signed by from America, which arrived sx
Ellis Searies, Thomas Kennedy and months ago, set about immediately
John Moore, the unions' official,
dealt at length with the suggestion
that coal mines might be closed by
governmental action if their operation was unnecessary and uneconomic. "Normal competition," they
said, "would bring low cost mines
to full operation und clote down
expensive ones."
With tins "standardization nf treat
of living'1 and "work output" suggestions of tho commission, the
disunion committee, indicated
favor.

.

1

l:r.L
4:51
4:50

4:50
4:50

Standardizing

Phone 308
First and Copper.
if It's Hardware. We Have It"
rinsmlMtnwiSi

i

Costs.

"How this commission can hope
Sunrise Sunset
:56
4:50 to standardize tho cost of living
4:40 without nt the same time stand.6:57
.6:58
4:4'j ardizing the level of living of mine4:49 workers is beyond tho comprehen.6:59
4:49 sion of this committee' the letter
.7:00
4:49 said. "It seems to us it would be
.7:01
4:49 impossible to standardize the cost
4:49 of living unless each individual
.7:03
4:49 mine forker was required to accept
.7:03
identical
4:50 and adopt a standard,
.7:04
4:50 level of living for himself and his
.7:05
4:50 family. Any attempt to establish
.7:06
4:50 such, a standard would
.7:06
4:51 any system,
either paternalistic
.7:07
4:51
that we know of.
.7:08
4:51
kWe do not believe it is possible
.7:0R
4:52 to standardize the amount of work
.7:09
4:52 a man can or should perform in
.7:10
4:52 the production of coal."
.7:10
4:52
.7:11
It was suggested, by the min4:53 ers' committee, however, that the
.7:11
4:54 commission, through
women in.7:12
4:54 vestigators determine
.7:12
actual ex4:55 penditures on living by miners, and
.7:13
4:56 their families.
.7:13
The effect of or4:56 ganization upon the operations In
.7:13
4:57 coal. It was also suggested, should
.7:11
4:57 be ascertained by direct application
.7:14
4:RS to persons concerned, and so far as
.7:14
4:59 the union was concerned, the com.7:15
4:59 mittee promised complete access to
.7:15
which
any and all information
January.
Sunrise Sunset might be sought.
5:01
.7:15
5:01
.7:15
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netroit, Mich.. Nov. 19. Gov
Alex. J. Groesbeck
to comfent on th refuse tni..i,.
Headaches from Slight Colds
Truman H. Newberry as Junior
s
laxative BP.OMO QUININE
senator from Michigan.
relieve the Headache by curT havn Just
Senator
ing the Cold. A tonic laxative and Newberry s letterreceived
of resignation,"
germ destroyer. The box bears the said Governor1
rsmauhnni.
signature of E. W. Grove. (Be sure home here, and I can
n,.k.
Sou get EltOJIO.) 30c.
comment as to what ourse
of
""HI
I
have had
pure"e
THIS OCT IT IS WORTH
tunny io study it."
j
;
MONEY.
Governor Groesbeck said he had
iCut out this slip, c.iclose sith
"
mind a a successor to
6d and mail it to Foley & Co., benator
Newberry.
2835 Sheffield Ave.,t Chicago,
your name' and address
'aslU'igton, Nov. 19.
You will receive in
clearly.
1!ritlsl1 OP""
lf
turn a trial package containing champi0niHagen'
and Joe Kirkwood, Aus- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for coughs, colds and croup: Fo- rirst xhibition match in the Paley Kidney Pills tor pains In sides cific northwest.
were dearid back; rheumatism, backache, feated one up In They
18 holes of best
and
and
bladder
ailments;
kidney
lUeaJ,
Ne," Chr,tian and Bin
Foley Cathartic) Tablets, a whole Da
professional golfHome and thoroughly cleansing ers, here yesterday.
and
Hagen
cathartic for constipation, bilious- Christian tied for low score with
ness, headaches, and sluggish i4. Dulgllesh and Kirkwood each
bowels.
Sold everywhere.
Adv. scored

ttT

I,

Both game officials and hunters
report that hunters frequently' be-

XO COMMFAT IS MADK
Jil GOV. GHOESBKCK

Tab-Jet-

I

Officials Declare They
Prosecute
Vigorously
Those Violating Sunrise
and Sunset Law

v service as a
rtprrmim'uf?
to express once mor
to oii my deep sense of thankfulness for your many c
friendly considerations"

i

-

to change completely tho antiquated English idea by building the
most modern Ktudios, and installing the latest equipment. These
directors believe that they will be
able to produce tho best pictures
in tho world In England within a
year, becuuso of thu possibilities
ot getting unlimited exterior and
interior scenes of modern and old
England which must be constructed often incorrectly when used
in other countries.
The results o these initial efforts have been more thuu satisfactory to tho producers, and three
already have
been placed upon the market, and
have met with public approval,
despito ttie bad reputation which
earlier English films have merited.
A dependence
on America and
other foreign countries for exhibition purposes owing to the limited
field offered by the British isles
has been the only stumbling block
lo English producers, but they believe this is being overcoiuo by the
formation of a company "or handling productions in other counA number nf
tries.
planned for next year Include several works of English masters,-suchas Dickens,
Tennyson and
Scott.
The exorbitant prices asked for
tho rental of American productions
will have to bo cut, according to
the general belief of tho producers
here, or suffer seriously from the
competition.

A first folio ot Shakespeare
was purchased at auction Tuesday
for 5.900 sterling by F. Saben, tho
collector. The book, which takes
high rank among tho existing first
folios, was from the collection ot
the late Richard
Johnson, of
Mr. Saben also gave
Manchester.
The proverbial November fogs 650 sterling for n rare first ediElegy, which was
down upon London last week tion of Cray's in
rail Wall in
with what uninitiated Americans first published
U51.
would call a vengeance, but which
seasoned
Londoners
reluctantly
concede are of slightly unusual APPLICATIONS FOR
density. Newly arrived Americans,
LOANS MAY BE MADE
groping through tho soupy atmosphere, complain that they cannot
IN PICACH0 REGION
see the time of day on Big Hen.
exAfter hearing this familiar
Las Oruces, N. M., Nov. 19.
planation over and over again,
F. Kerr, appraiser for the
the Americans are beginning to John
Loan bank of Wichbelieve that perhaps there is some Federal Farm
has approved the
truth in it, and consequently try ita, Kans.,
district, west of Uis Cruces,
to make tho best of that they wherever
drainage Is In successfii'
consider an endurable situation.
Applications for lovim
Every Americans always hopes to operation.
now be made with the Mesilla
see at least one of London's fa- may
Loan association,
National
Farm
mous fogs ono which even tho headed
II. Urook of Las
Londoners themselves consider un- Cruces. by II,
usual but only one. After that
Ji. It. Stevens, aeeretary-treasur- the novelty wears off.
the
tho
bus
tops
from
Watching
faint glimmers from discouraged
ESSE
iiiiYii.iii.ir
street lamps around which swirl
one
great clouds of sooty mist,
at
when
welcome
a
sigh
heaves
TOASTED
Sit:
last a few faint sunbeams appear.
It is estimated that during the
ono
extra
process
have
past few days, Londoners
20.000.000.000
a
breathed hourly
50
particles of soot out of from over
flavor
to 100 tons of fog suspended
the city and environs.

HUNTING HOURS

sen'.!',',

st

1 ..

m boh, juc, iuua
Brookhart, lows, in nis iarm logs Tim
Chinas on bis farm near Uei Moines.

im-2-

of life."

MM

HAI E

S.

senate.
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Continued frum Page One.

5:0

kans and Central Kurope continu5:09 ally present possiblitie of a con5:10 flict, due to unsettled frontiers.
5:11
It is not believed that soviet
5:12 Hussia is manufacturing munition
5:13 with any definite war In view, in5:14 asmuch as her western European
5:1 propasanda has failed, but It Is
5:16 pointed out that Rhe may bo hop-i- n
5:1
to win a place In Kuropcan'
5:1S councils through tho strength of
5:08

The aim of every advertiser

his story before the greatest number of
readers; because every reader is a po-

tential buyer.
Following is a comparison of figures
ts
taken from the sworn circulation
of the
state-men-

.

5:19

5:20
5:21
E:22
R:23
5:24
D:25
5:26
5:28
5:29

her army.
Journal Want Ads Bring Result.

Dt KING'S

PILLS

for constipation.
Surertlief--

.

r

jrom mnousrusr

fj

in

Albuquerque Horning Journal
Albuquerque Evening Herald .

8,419
Paid
Subscribers 5,372
'

Morning Journal has ,3047 more
subscribers than its nearest competitor.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST! I OCVLAB
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1037--

PHONE

360

Parcel Delivery

Highland Pharmacy
30

Paid

Subscribers

f The

The Albuquerque Morning Journal
The Le
a

PHONE

is to get

T

7:06
5:30
It Is unlawful to hunt, pursue, or

V

EACH OTHER DURING
PARLEY T0JALK PEACE

TOADVERTISERS

11

And Messenger Service.
essases-Package-

Baggac.

ding Newspaper of New Mexico
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GUARDS "DO HONORS" FOR CAMERAMEN

CONSIDER THIS
;

CITY

"PORT

OF

III

IS
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Police Receive Numerous
i Notifications About Men
: and Boys Believed to Have
j Come to Albuquerque.
According to Chief of Police
Galusha people throughout the
country appear to have gained
the impression that Albuquerque
is a "Port of Missing Men." Just
why they should have such Idea la
difficult to figure, according to
local peaeo officers, since few
who are missing from other points
are ever located here.
1 But such appears to he the idea
n other centers. At least such is
the impression conveyed from the
Sumerous
notificatons received
tore of men and boys few
are asked for who are
missing from other places. There
In scarcely
a day which passes
hat such notifications are not

rzirji

Jx

V

H

'

it- -

ixf

,t?H

v..'.

J

wo-pi-

Received.

Nor does this refer to the custhe
police notifications,
Notifications
regarding escaped
have
who
other
prisoners
gonvicts,
scaped from city or county jails,
iotices sent out of those who have
absconded with funds, notices sent
forth by various detective agen-iie..
t
Every police department,
iherlff's office and similar law eiw
forcement offices receive thesTi
tiotifications as a matter of regGuards posing for photographers before gates of Doom castle and (at left) Baron Schenimelpenninck, bnr-g- o
ular routine.
master of Doom, who performed the civil ceremony.
Personal Communications
But there are personal communications coming to the
low the former volume, especially FRENCH EVACUATION
police department almost
cotton.
DEN IES as Itregards
very day, inquiring for this or GERMANY
is asserted that the provisions
OF ADRIAN0PLE IS
that one who is missing. There
of the peace treaty and their execuare runaway boys, runaway
POSTPONED A WEEK
tion necessitated neavy increases
men simply missing. And
In government employes, while the
Judging from the communications
OF HER nationalization of ofthe railways and Adrianople, Nov. 19 (by the Asso
come to Albuquerque more
,
tho introduction
a centralized elated
Tho French evac
than half of them are directly intax administration resulted in an uation Press.)
of Adrianople was postpon
quired for here.
increase in the number of federal
Sunday the mails are light and
notwithstanding that the ed from Friday until November
conseALLIES employes,
luch correspondenco
is,
wages of these federal employes 25, because the Turkish gendarmwas
quently, light. Yesterday
light
are constantly being raised, the erie and officials who had arrived
even for Hunday. Yet three such
purchasing power of this money in Adrianople were insufficient in
not only is inferior when measured number to take over tho city. The
personal communications were received.
Forty-on- e
Billion Gold Marks by the poid standard but also is available Turkish forces have
been
? One
was from a former service
to unending- deprecia- required to police and administer
Paid On Reparations Ac- subjected
man. He had lost touch with a
tion.
the territory already delivered over
former comrade with whom he
scandalous pros- by the allies.
count, French Premier Is Thp of German
bad served in both the army and
The Turks generally have been
perity
industry is
Both have since left the
branded by the German reply as a well received, especially in the
avy
Reminded.
M.
service. Where the man sought
of
Poincarc's
south. The Greek forces have
product
has gone the writer has no idea.
crossed the Maritza
but
river,
Berlin, Nov. 3 3 (by tho AssoHis communicaton would indicate
groups of Greek gendarmes are
ciated
The
assertions
Press.)
that he believes he is in either
covering tho east, bank of the river
TRIAL
ON
by Premier Polncaro in WOMAN'S
close to the only bridge over the
(South America, China, the Phil- made
or
French
stream, ready to make a quick
of
the'
Yet
chamber
the
Australia.
CHARGE OF MURDER
ippines
deputies
'
writer Is, naively, "Sure the Al- last week that Germany had atcrossing. Tho Greeks are. searchWILL
BEGIN TODAY ing trains from the east for Ketnal-ist- s,
buquerque police can locate him." tempted evasion of her reprara-tlon- s
while the Kemiilists have inAnother is from J. II. King, of
obligations was wasteful in
to employ
the railroad
La Junta, Colorado. He reports
EI Paso, Tex., Nov. 9. Mrs. structed
Jews on trains enthat his son, Joe King, who is 14 her administrative policies and George B. Frazier will go on trial only Turks-anyears old, has been missing since was making efCorls to conquer tomorrow on the charge of murder tering eastern Thrace.
last week. He offers no reason world markets, met with em- in connection with
the killing ot CORONA CLAIMS HIS
tor believing the boy may have phatic refutation in an official her
husband. City Detective Frazer
eomo this way but thinks "the communication
issued today.
last May. Frazer was found dead
ELECTION AS MAYOR
policemen in Albuquerque should
In it the French premier is in
In a hotel.
his
His
fee able to find him."
reminded that the .payments made revolverapartments
was
across
his
hand,
lying
;
'o Description of Boy.
El Paso, Tex.. Nov. 19. Antonio
by Germany undc-- tho provisions but the coroner's
investigation
as
to; Joe King's father offers no de of
the Versailles
trtaiv
showed that he had been siior. by a Corona, claimed bis election1,000
or
mayor of Juarez; today by
uie ooy nimsuir,
tal to
41,0011,000,000
scription
caliber pistol. Mrs. Frazer votes.
who
havo
Federal
officials
that lie is 14 years of age. gold marks ol wnieu It is declared smaller
has been free on $7,DQ0 bond.
Jtla says the boy wore blue over- the entente has made
not resided i" th' city for two
duo acvenrs fin nrnviileit for In Hie con
alls, a blue Jersey with a red knowledgment.
wore
around
Tho
is
the center and
stitution, were not allowed to vote
NEGRO COAL MINER
charge that Germany
atripe
and it was announced that M. M.
Slack shoes. He adds that the boy carrying on a policy of reckless
IS SHOT AND KILLED r lores, opposition cauainaie, ior
left La Junta with a lad 17 years competition in an effort to win
whom most of theso votes would
old. The father describes the older back into foreign trado is disposed
boy, who name he does not give, of by a statement mat German exPueblo, Colo., Nov. 19. Charles have been cast won't institute a
contest.
The saloons were closed
a.
as "red headed and hard boiled." ports today are barely
Jones,
negro coal miner was shot
volume.
The family of John W. Lally is tho pre-wand killed by another negro, said all day and Mexicans who attempt,
ed
to
cross into Juarez from El
Alleged excessive purchases by to be Luther J. Kinith, at 11 o'clock
Seeking him and Chief Galuslia
back at the
and his force are asked to locate Germany in tho United States are Saturday night in a boarding Paso were turned
accounted
for
in
German
official
bridges.
house
at
Piedmont.
man
Colo., a coal
the
here. The letter states
by tho statement that the mining camp near Trinidad. Smith
that Lally was known to be in quarters
United States
have been is said to have escaped to Pueblo 3 MEN ARE KILLED IN
New
Taos,
Mexico,
recently. Germany's chiefalways
source of supply but has eluded police officers here
Which, of course, would indicate for raw
anil who have been searching for him
and
DUBLIN EXPLOSION
wheat,
products
that he must now be in Albuquer- that these commodities now conan uay.
que.
Gerthe
great bulk of
!. Lally is missing
Dublin. Nov. 19. Three men,
from Keouk, stitute
many's imports, notwithstanding
Twice as much power is required were killed and throo badly tn-- i
Oklahoma
The letter declares that
be
are
far
to
present
as
a
to
purchases
start
it.
train
stop
jured by an explosion at lnehicore,
that ho left his wife and family
Dublin, last night.
there some time ago. He is deThe dead men were so niutilat-- j
41!
6
as
scribed
being
years old,
ed that identification was impossi-- :
feet 6 inches In height, weight RICHES, TRAVEL, SOCIAL WHIRL, FAIL
bl?.
Firearms ammunition'
165, has one gold tooth 'In front
TO MAKE HEIRESS FORGET FIRST LOVE were found besideanla wall near the
and heavy eyebrows.
of
the
place
explosion.
Dally the police receive these
communications.
Frequently they
Mrs. Roso Keiter, employed in
are followed with criticisms of
the federal passport bureau in
the Albuquerque police force if
Chicago, speaks fluently sixteen
the local officers do not cause the
languages and Is able, to read
missing ones to materialize, even
several others.
mihough in most instances the miss.
ihg are probably half way across
-continent from Albuquerque,
Jjie
And yet some of his friends
wonder what Is causing Chief
to begin to turn gray.
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COXTOAO'Olt bll.S
El Paso, Texns, Xov.
John
Uliarf. pioneer El Peso contractor.
ho
lmieli building in Mexico
'li'Mt today. II.! was 79
yenri oh!,
born in England and caino to I'd,
Paso iri ISSi.
Thero are neurl' i.jOO.ooo rnen
in the building industry.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR
RE
SNAPPED WITH PRETTY BRIDE-T-

MILLIONAIRE

POiNGARE HID
CURZON

m

rri-- ;r
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AT KAISER'S WEDDING
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Mussolini

Refuses
Flatly
Their Request to Proceed
to Lausanne and Confer
On Near East Situation.

Nov. 3 9
Territet, Switzerland,
(by Associated Press.) Mussolini,
Italy's fascist! premier, this afternoon, flatly refused the request of
Premier Polncare and Lord Cur-zowhich reached him here by
telephone, to proceed to Lausanne
and confer thero with the French
and llrltish statesmen,
and, perforce, M. Poineare and Lord Cur-zowho had alighted
from the
special train at Lausanne, canys to
Territet.
They dined with Mussolini at, the
Grand Hotel flea Alpes, and later,
over their coffee, discussed the en
tente's program for the Near Fast
conference.
Arrangements had lieen made to
cprvft thiti ontentn itlnnpp in T.nril
Gtirzon's apartment at the Hotel
Beau Rivage ut Ouchy, on the
lake side near Lausanne, where the
American delegates are lodged.
When the special train bearing M.
Poineare and Lord Curzoit from
Paris arrived at the Lausanne depot, the ministers started for their
quarters while their secretaries
busily telephoned to Territet urging the Italian premier to come to
Ouchy by automobile, but Mussolini declined, saying that it was
impossible.
It was Mussolini's first demonstration of Italian independence
and the French and P,rltish leaders
bowed to it.
Tonight's conference aimed at
securing unity of front, and indi- n
cated that Italy insists upon
rompleto equality with France and
Great Britain.
Mussolini met PolncaVe and Cur-zoat the station and welcomed
them cordially. Ho explained that
he preferred not to go to Lauthat
sanne, as ho was convinced
tho first meeting should be held
ut a place not influenced by
atmosphere.

EARTHQUAKE AND
TIDAL WAVE REPORTED
TO HAVE HIT HIL0

San Francisco, Calif.. Nov. 19.
radio message picked up at the
naval
San Llego station of the
wireless system and relayed here,
T.
purporting to come from Hflo;tidal
H told of an earthquake and
wave there tonight.
Efforts to
communlcato with the Hllo radio
station, operated by a private concern, later were unsuccessful but
radio men declared
it was not
usual for that station to communicate direct with mainland stations.
A

ItRJICCT APPLICATION'
New York, Nov. 19. Tho National Ilecord committee of the Amateur Athletic Union tonight rejected
the application of Charles W. Paddock of tho Los Angeles Athletic
club for records In 1he 60, 70, 75,
SO,

,100,

12'5.

and

and run events.

1.50
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Senator Walter E. Edge of New Jersey and his fiancee, Miss Camelia
Sewall of Bath, Mo.
U. S. Senator Walte-.- - E. Edge of New Jersey and his brtde-to-h- c,
Miss Camelia Sewall, Dath, Me., were photographed together for the

first time since their engagement was announced during their recent
visit to Atlantic City. Both look happy.

li.AIU I.AItGKST MAN.
Jamestown.
Kans., Nov. IS.
This town claims the largest man
In Kansas as ono of its citizens. He
In
Is Glenn
'long, very short
stature, hut weighing a little more
than uflt) pounds, belong is a
yuung fanner, born and reared
here. He is healthy and does most
of his own work. Hn says he has
refused numerous circus offers to
go on the road as a side, show

TffOBS

LiMa

tern

Ads

A MODERN WORLD OF
BUSINESS
demands modern methods in the training of
the people who are to
help run it. This school
instructs you in the business of today and trains
yod to fill the positions
that are being offered to

properly

.

educated

can do for you.

After using them you
don't want; your want
has been satisfied.

abil-

ity.
Day and

Ni-h-

msrfiVFRV

asyrnpforcottghs&ookU

Dr. Eller used a Morning
Journal Want acT and received 42 answers.
This Proves what
Morning Journal Want

MilPERN
rlmSmi

of the cold that mijfht lead to
something serious. This simple
treatment cools and soothes
inflamed, irritated membranes;
loosens disagreeable phlegm;
breaks colds and cougbi In
short order. Don't wait right
now ask your druggist

42 ANSWERS- -

1 1.

n

AN

Jt

wv-'t-

School.

t

PHONE 66

yard sprint

Ask for Miss Classified

Miss Helen Keller, tho famous
deaf, dumb and blind girl, receives an annually of $2,500 from
the Carnegie pension fund.
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REPORTS TO SHERIFF
THAT HIS BROTHER,

I!

:i

AGE

37,

IS MISSING

" El Paso, Texas, Nov. 19. R. T.
Ogle of Colorado Springs, Colo., reported to Sheriff Seth B. Orndorff
tonight that his brother, C. W.
Ogle, aged 37, has been missing
days.
eight
' Mr. Ogle said his brother left San
Marcial, N. M., Saturday, November 11, for El Paso. The brothers
Were to meet in El Paso at noon
Sunday. K. T. Ogle reached here,
iSunday night. Ha had written his
hrother that he would be late and
asked that they meet at the post
office.
Search for the missing man was
tegun next day and has been continued by his brother until tonight,
1 Paso hotels
he said. All
and
rooming houses and all resorts in
'Juarez were visited, he said.

GIVE KER AN EDEN THIS CHRISTMAS
ijrcilafing

iMA

MAN HANGS HIMSELF
WITH HANDKERCHIEF
IN PASS CITY JAIL
j

wr

--

'in!!

orai .1.,

foml.rit tired, icbln
Kti. Loom.conr.tion Iron
colas la cheM. KMsltbuuir.

J
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 19. Wheel-fr
Bates, 44 years old, carpenter
of Elk City, Oklahoma, who was
arrested here today on the charge
of having morphine in his possession, hanged himself with a handwear SMhVtWNX9NE
kerchief in Jail a few hours later.
Bates had two books on "How to
Become a Scenario Writer" and
""-Istopped off here on his way to
V
Hollywood. A few ni&hfs ago he
returned from a trip to Juarea and
asserted he had been drugged and
Dellora Angell and Lester Norrls.
robbed of liij money.
From her childhood days Dellora
tlO PERSONS DROWNED
Mexican, Lower California, Nov, Angell, Chicago girl, now nine19. More than sixty persons were
bau loved Lester Norris,
drowned when a boat capsized teen,
while, attempting? a landing early playmate and son of a villagn
today at LaBomba, 60 miles south undertaker. When she crew
of Mexical, on the Gulf of Caliolder and became aware of the
fornia, according to word received fact that sho would some day
here tonight.
acquire $35,000,000 as ber share
ii

'

i.

INDUCTED INTO OFFICE.
Constantinople, Nov. 18. Crown
Prince Abdul MedJId Effendi, who
as elected caliph by the great
national assembly of Turkey on
Saturday will be Inducted into office tomorrow.
J

of the estate of the late John W.
Gates, she still held the same
affection for young Korris. Well
meaning friends told her, though,

that

ber love would cool as sho

grew older and saw life. To tost
hcr ipve, therefore, sho took a

Sbaift Unmaxthi!bpam!
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The Eden

sappear, witnoat

ruoDinj,
6Ioan s petiBtraMi ana breaks
up
ths painful congestion.
Bloan's t.flT.i rbwm.tlol
V;,vMlM.
w.rm.
iwlliM

s

m

pain- of strains and sprains
due to eonretuons. Jest
:lcn tha drcolation. and tat
inflammation and pain snbLdo

The

The joyous season comes weekly instead of yearly with an Eden in the home. There is
not a gift a woman would rather have than freedom from the hard work of washing,
with still plenty of clothes to wear.

To

Women

The most 'iconomlcal, cleanslnr and
gerirnciaai or all ontlseptics is

CJ

.

tmm

Washes perfectly, without wear or rubbing, the finest garments and the heaviest blankets.
The new 1922 Model Eden is the most practical gift that you can make your Mother or
Wife this Christmas. It is perfectly safe when there is children around. The famous
Eden Sediment Zone which no other machine has, insures spotless clothes every time you
wash. Let The Eden do your next wash in your own home without cost or obligation.
You can
get her this gift by paying as you save. Shop early this year and see this wonderful machine, or phone and the Eden man will call at your home.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in

Water as Needed.

trip abroad and mingled with
social circles her millions entitled
her to. Then she returned and
announced her engagement
t
Morris,

As a medicinal
antiseptic for
flouchea In treating catarrh, tnflam.
matlon or ulceration
of nose,
throat. i.nd iLat caused by feminine
ills It . as no equal For ten years
the Lyaia E. Pinkhnm Medicinw Co.
has recommended Paxtina In their
private correspondence with women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
Is "worth its weight In gold." At
druggists, 60o. large bos, or by mall.
The Paxlon Toilet Co., Boston, Mans.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"AT YOUR SERVICE"

Phone

98

'
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CENTRAL REC1QN
Nebraska Football Team Has

a Game This

Not Lost

M

in Missouri Valley.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 19.
the Associated Press). Tho pamo
between the University of Nebraska and the Kansas Aeries at
Nfbr., yesterday li ft the
at the tip of the Missouri
Valley conference, undefeated thin
season.
Nehraslia defeated th' ApRles, as
the advantage in uoiKlit and
had led fans to believe, u
would. Tho more was 21 to 0. Tho
was the first between thn
two teams Hlnee ltHT. Drake also
remains unbeaten after bavins met
at Dea
Urinnell
and defeated
MnineB. Iowa, 21 to 0. Drake has
taken the ncalps of Kansas, Washington and Ames. Gnnncll was
near the bottom of 111,; percent uro
column.
Missouri, which pliiynl the only
other conference- match, easily defeated its opponent. Washington,
at folnmbin, Mo., the acoro helns
?3 to 0.
Savin? Its first strinfr plavera for
day
the clash on TliniilisKivliiK
with Missouri, Kansas eiitaRed
Colorado University at. I.awrence.
Kansas, rolling over Its opponents
39 to 8.
Restniilnp football
broken off in 1920, when Oklahoma entered the Missouri valley
conference, Oklahoma played Texas at Norman and was overwhelmed by a jeore of "7 to 7. Tn twenty,
otte previous contests between the
Universities. Oklahoma had won
t
times and tied once,
only
Oklahoma central normal defeated A mesa at Ames, Iowa, 11
l.in-rok- l,

Oorn-huske-

I
PAGE DAlY CtfOCKET!
BEAR5 ARE NUMEROUS FfA't

NJE1EH CO.
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A FLOCK OF UAW PARTY" MlOORS
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mirvivopj
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face

"

V

In the prologue to "The Face in
the Fog," Jack Boyle's famous
"Boston Uluckle" story plcturlsod
by Cosmopolitan productions for
Paramount, with Lionel Harry-mor- e
in the leading role there Is a
grapliie glimpse of wha'. happened
when Russia "Went Red." A mag- nlficent palace of the last of the!
grand dukes is wrocked
by tho.
soviet mob, led by the brutal Pet-- !
rus. Massive, wrought iron cande-- i
labra, six feet tall and bearing a
A snail would take fourteen days dosen lighted candles, are used as
ting off ocean travel, added to
rams to break dtwu the
battering
of automobile and five hours to travel a mile.
the development
solid oalt doors; beautiful statucsj
roads in the west, and turned a
flood of tourists into the parks.
Whereas before JB16 only about
250,000 persons visited the parks
each year, last year the touristi
numbered over 1,000,000.

ii- -

Ki.

1l

in.

GOVERNMENT
of broad eeneral Interest.
was being duplicated and. triplicat- ar
ed in enoiirmmm instances because The new one on tho national park
one branch of the isoveriwent was service sketches the history of the
unaware that some other branch
was engaged in the same ino of national parks Rnd monuments
Because of the size of from the year 1S06, when Leis
research.
the government and because of the and Clark missed discovering tho
way in which the various depart-meat- s Yellowstone by about tidy miles,
to the creation of the rational
had been built up, it was
for any one directing head park service in 1916, and the adto know tho details of what was dition of tho latest of tha national parks Hot Sprint's only
going on.
Consequently, it was decided last year.
Oldest National Park.
that the first, step in reform must
bo an inventory of all government
the monograph
Incidentally,
activities.
This job tho Institute settles the old dispute of whether
for Government Itesearch tackled Hot Springs or the Yellowstone
soon after it was organized in 1916, Is the oldest
ot the national
It adopted the simple plan of going parks,
was net
Hot MprlngB
into the various bureauH one by aside as a reservation In 1832,
one and showing tli v'ork each and it was forty years later that
was doing. When all have been tho Yellowstone
national park
analyzed in this way tho dupllca. was created by net or eongresi.
lions of effort will uhow tip auto- Yet tho latter was tho fim true
Two bureaio the rec- national
matically.
in the sense that it
lamation service and the geological was to bopark
a region developed for
survey were investigated in 11 the pleasure of the public. Hot
and 1917. Then the war came Springs was merely reserved to
along and stoppedvtho work for prevent
the medicinal waters
two years or so.
from being exploited, by private
flreut Work Already Done.
When tho institute onco more ownership.
The
of Yellowstone
organized Jls staff it took up the,natjonal establishing
park was a romantic
uisK again witn vigor.
Twenty- - .iBorto
rh
marvels of that
inree monographs, each one deal-- 1 region were discovered In 1807
Ing with the work of a separate bv John Colter, a hunter, who
executive division of the govern-- : had been attached to the Lewis
n
nient, now euner nave been pub- - ,n,,i rtMi-ih
vr,uiiHnn
llshed or are neanng publication. fata of Colter and tho other
About forty other investigations white men who went into the
are planned at present, und some Yellowstone district during the
of them are being made, and it next half centurv to ho disbe-i- s
possible that the monographs, lPVed when
thev told their
will be close to 100 in number stories of the spouting water and
before the whole government is mud from the geysers.
In fact,
Besides
the mono-- , the region was at first derisively
analyzed.
graphs on the reclamation service called "Colter's Hell."
and geological survey, those now
in 1809 a reliable expedition
published include studies of the of Montanans explored the Yel- oureau or mines, Aiasuan engin-- 1 Jowstone, verified the preceding
eering commission, federal board reports of it. and mihllahed the
for vocational education, federal discoveries.
This was followed
trad commission, tariff commis- ths next year by the exploration
sion, steamboat inspection service, made by the Washburn-Doan- e
commisemployes' compensation
expedition, which took in a mlU
sion, weather bureau, bureau of ftary escort detailed by the war
education, women's bureau, chil- department.
This
expedition
dren's bureau and the national brought about the creation
of
service.
park
tho park, and gavo birth to the
While the monographs primarily national park system as we know
are not intended vor popular con- it today.
but ar-- i written for
sumption,
When the
members of tht
the guidance of legislators nnd Washburn. Doane expedition saw
administrators, they are dlctlnct-l- y the wonders of tho Yellowstone,
readable, and inont of them they discussed among themselves
the suggestion that it would be
profitable to pick un ownership
to the land surrounding the gey.
sers and other phenomena
and
exploit the place as a commercial
venture.
Bueh an act would not
have heen regarded" so reprehensible then as i would now. But
one of the members of the jarty
expressed the opinion that suen
a wonderland ought never to be
allowed to
Into private
pass
ownership at all but should be
held in perpetuity for the whole
The others agreed to
population.
this at once, and tno members
of the expedition later took the
lead In the movement which resulted in tho creation of the
In
ni'.tonu'.
Yellowstone
park
--

n

now

ror

TWENTY

If you could have asked

for more in Fatima,
would it not have heen
this lower price?

13 ARE ARRESTED BY
SANTA FE POLICE AS
RESULT OF FIGHTS
S wclal tn Th Jon rn il.
Banta Fe, Nov. 19. Thirteen arrests were made by the police In
the city of Fanta, Ke . Saturday
night and early Sunday on account of fights that grew out of
arguments over the recent election
The first encounter Is said to have
been between Ttomulo Lopez, capl-to- l
custodian, who Is a republican,
nnd Adolph Hill, Fred Thayer and
in
Adelaldo
Ortiss,
democrats,
which it Is reported that I.opez was
knocked down and kicked.
time later Jim Lopez,
8nm
brother of nomulo, Is said to have
had a run in with the same thre'
In the encounter Hill
democrats.
and Thayer were severely beaten
and face, Ortiz aphead
about tha
parently not participating. were In
Subsequent altercations
of the first two
part an aftermathcases
will be tried
encounters. The
In pollca court.

I
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Fifth and Central.

Read the advertisements and buy
' advertised products
WATCH THE ADVERTISERS IN
THE MORNING JOURNAL

FROM GRIPPE

COIGII.

La grippe coughs rack and tear
the sufferer to a state of exhaustion. "Would get completely exviolent
from
hausted
grippe
writes
R. G. Collins
coughs,"
"Tried
N.
J.
Foley'
Barnegat,
Honey and Tar and the couah
Used by three
ceased entirely."
generations for coughs, colds and
croups thront. chest and bronchial
Irritation. Foley's Honey and Tar
has stood the test of time. Con- no
tains
opiates
ingredients
Largest
printed on the wrapper.
selling cough medicine in the
world.
Sold everywhere.
Adv.

fOOU
iTnd'f
!...

i
S

Phone 823.
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miles to minutes.
How far back we would go without newspapers! We
would remain in igorance, not only of events at home
and abroad
but also of much that concerns us even
news of the things that have to do with
more vitally
our personal, every-da- y
lives.
new products that save
Every day new things appear
new co'mforts,
time, labor and money are introduced
new conveniences and new ideas are continually being
worked out and offered for your benefit.
The advertisements bring you news of all this progress. They tell you all about these things, where to get
them; how to get them and how much to pay for them.
The advertisements are daily directories to wise buying.
Read the advertisements. Protect yourself in your
buying, by getting the products which have proved "their
worth by making good under the spotlight of consistent
publicity.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Ifeil
I ST"

KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIR

'TP HE Atlantic cable is approximately 3500 miles long-- .
Yet, to the newspapers, London is only a few minutes from New York. Your paper tells you about happenings in the Old World within a few hours of their
occurrence. For newspaper enterprise has reduced those

No other parks were added to
the system until 3 390, when the
V'scmlte, Sequoia, nnd General
Grant parks in Callfirnla wire
taken over by the government.
Then followed the creation of the
Mount Kainer park In 1S99. Hlnce
the year 1900 the government
has created fourteen national
parks, so that the total number
The
of them is now nineteen,
The sound of thunder may bl
parks did not attain great popuwith
the
traveling public heard from 20 to 25 miles, and
larity
until after tho outbreak of the lightning is reflected from 150 to
war In Europe. That fact, shut- - 200 mllos.

r

transcontinental tourist made u
Yesterday
a visit just to let us know how well pleased
he is with

Miles and Minutes

.
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1921, by the International News Service.
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Special to The Journal

Loa Vegas, J M Nov. 19.
organization ot a
Plans for th
regional chamber ot commerce
which will embrace the northern
portion of New Mexico are being
considered by commerce bodies of
the various citlos and towns in that
district.
Tho purpose of such an organization would be the betterment of
th communities served, improved
roads and highways, the promo
tion of a national park reservation
and a study of th best method Of
financing the farmer and marketing his produce. The concerted effort of the united communities under one organization should give
a greater amount of advertising for
a largo number of people. It Is believed, and at a much lower cost
than could possibly be obtained by
individual activities.
include?
Tho proposed district
I,as Vegas, Clayton. Tuoumcarl
Cimarron
Taos, Mora, Springer,
Des Molncs, Ureneh, Santa Rosa
Tierra Amarilla. Santa Ke and
Katon.

1S72.

r

Adv.

ORGANIZATION OF A
REGIONAL C. OF C.
BEING CONSIDERED

EATIMA:
CIGARETTES

mv

"FI-C- "

" 'Keep right on using Foley'f
Honey and Tar It will give quick
relief.' said tht doctor, when the
entire family had the "flu." Never
saw anything so good," writer
Mrs. A. B. Griffith, Andrews, Ind.
Neglected coughs and colds often
load to serious complications. Fo-- :
ley's Honey and Tar gives quick
relief. Free from opiates (ingre- dlonts printed on the wrapper
Largest selling cough medicine Im
the world. Sold everywhere.
.

WHEN' RUSSIAN "WENT RET),"
THIS MOU SCENES PICTURED
IN "TllEl 1'ACE IN TUU JFUG"

-

SAW

mi

eli-h-

con-flis- ts

Tha cast tor Corlnna Griffith's
''Div0rc9
production,
Coupons
which is being repeated today for
the lust urn a at the Lyric, tiiuaitr,
might be labeled an
Grace Hturtevant who was seen a
"
few years ago as the iur o
has un important role.
10.
Herbert and Vluofcm
Holms
Culumau, both leading mon and
kturs In thoir own right, and Piunu
Allen, a screen favorite, aro seen
In important roles, as were Mona
Lisa, who is also a star in her own
right.

ENTIRE FAMILY HAD

'May-tirne,-

vela-lio-

r,Y Fiu.nr:nic j. jiaskin.
Washington, Nov. 19. Tho recent publication by tho Institute
for Government Ileserirch entitled
"Tho National Park Service," has
brought to the attention of congressmen and departmental executives in Washington an Important
activity now goin on in their
midst. The executive
hranch of
The government for the first time
Is beinff analyzed, inventoried and
put down on paper. In a few
months or years, at most, this great
organization which wo call the
which employs
directly
the services of liOO.OOO persons anil
which is so vast and Intricate that
even those best acquainted with it
are continually being r rprised by
its activities, will be an open book
to those who tako the trouble to.
read this admirable series ot bulletins.
The Institute for Government
Research Is an outgrowth and further development
of President
Taft' commission on efficiency
and economy. It Is, however, no
longer an official organization, hut
is supported wholly by private contributions. Th Institute now
of a body of train .1 polltiOHl
scientists who as volunteer agents
for the public are studvlng the
government with the view eventually of mnking it more efficirnt.
The director of this work is W. F.
Wllloughby, who was a member
of the Taft commission. The chairman of the Institute ii Dr. Ttohert
a. Brookings, who
during the war
wielded enormous power as ihnlr-ina- n
of the price fixing committee
of the war Industries board.
The object of the Institute Is, ns
stated to bring about greater efficiency in the operation of the
government departments; hut before
an executive
reorganizing
mechanism it is necessary to know
what that mechanism Is doing.
Away back In President Taft's administration the commission on efficiency and economy discovered
that no one knew what the government was doing. The work was
too great and too ramified tn he
compassed by any oni mind. Work

cast, headed
played by an
Griffith, is being re- LOVI3 AND MYSTERY IN
by Corlnn
I' OX TALVKKT'H VALLEY,"
peated today for the last ti: iQI also
in connection "Haby" Mary Rose
NOW AT PASTIME THEATER
nor
gongs,
in
will again appear
"Calvert's Valley," a William
dances and Interesting and, amus-ini- (
vaudeville stunts.
Fox production starring John Gilbert, will be the attraction at the
Past I in0 ilicntcr "Calvert's Val 1'astimo theater today for the last
ley," the main attraction at the time.
Pastime, lit being repuater today,
The story, "Calvert's Valley,"
with John Gilbert as the leading was written ry Margaret P. Mon
ot
also
stari
repeating the pictures
tngue and the scenario by Jules
the "Fox News'' and the comedy in Furthman.
Jack Dillon directed
which Harold Lloyd is the star.
ths picture. In addition to the
stur the cast contains such well
TUB FORM Kit "MAYTIME"
MTAIl KKKN IN PIC1 tlil".
"M VOUCH tll'O.N"-JbYH- IC

known names as Sylvia Breamer
Phllo McCullough, Ilerschel Mayal:
and Lulu Warrenton.
While mystery is one of the mair
elements of the picture, tho spectator being kept In suspense untl:
the very end, It also carries th
goldon thread of a charming lov
story.
According to reports re-- ,
oolved, the photography to an outstanding triumph.
Tho many recent auocesses ol
John Gilbert In Fox pictures, not-- ,
ably "Monte Crlsto," la an omcr
of great promise for "Calvort'i
Valley."

all-sta- r.

-

ACTIVITIES
ARE ANALYZED

and objects of art urv sniasnod,
furniture wrecked and cabinets
Theater Today
rifled all in frantic search for the
famous Romanoff diamonds.
But Grand Duchess Tatlana,
played by Kcena Owen, nnd a faith
today
"II" Theater Repeating
for th last time the Paramount ful servant smuggle them to this
Fog," country, where the redoubtable
ploture, "The Face in the Seena
Blackie Dawson," portrayed
by
with Lionel Barrymore and
as
Harrymore, takss a trump
Owen
the principal stars; also Lionel
nana
fol
in
soviet
the
Fox"
ing
mti.
Rlue
''The
episode
repeating
out the
and the pictures ot "Current saries and smoothing
course of true love.
Kvents."
"The Face In the Foe" win he
feature at the "B'' theater
Lyrlo Thentui "Divorco Cou the
py umci wuus, where it is being repeated tndnv for
pons," written
time.
tha
last
uu
presentea Dy Atoori a. omuu,
ail-st-
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ORPHANED BROTHER AND SISTER MEET
AGAIN AFTER 27 YEARS' SEPARATION
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WORKS IX Mil.
GKOKUK'S ROOM.

Nelllo or Gladys to hoi' her In tho
evening ns they had been doing.
''I don't noed you now." she said.
"I can send mother just what I
have been sending, and still have
more for myself thnn before."
Gladys too hud a rmall raise so
the three girls were very comfortable even feeling able to have
Mrs. Duggan clean the apartment
occasionally for them.
"If Miss Carter could see me In
my own apartment with a woman
doing tho work, wouldn't she have
fits!" Neillie exclaimed. "Gee! I'll
bet it would be the end of her. And
the way she usert to pile all tho
work over onto me. I didn't know
enough to be sorry for myself then,
but now I'm terribly sorry for that
little scrub. Nellie Riley, that Used
to work bo hard, learning nothing,
and gettlnir nothing but kicks and
hard words. Some clay I'm going
back to the Corners to stay over
night stay at Miss Carter's whena
I get a lot of swell clothes. It's
good thin I gent that old suit case
back or she'd have me pinched."
"Don't envy Mlaa Carter," Gladys
said. "I'll bet she'd change places
with you now if she could. It must
be awful to run a hoarding house
year after year, thinking all the
time about what to give people to
eat, It has always seemed to me
the hardest way In the world to
earn a living."
"She didn't think so much of
what to give them to eat, as how
little. They used to kick something awful at times even when 1
didn't snitch half of what was on
their plates. She liked Keeping
boarders. I know she did, because
she loved to gossip, and they talked
something scandalous. Rut honest,
girl", I am going back some dnv
.lust for mta newt. She always said
I wouldn't amount to anything. I'd
like to show her I have I'm not
so much, but I'm not anybody's
slavey any more."
"I should say you weren't! A chit
lik. you getting 1 20 a week,"
Gladys returned.
"I guess I ear" It or I wouldn't
get it that's what Cnra always
says. I try to anyn v."
"I know. dear. I wan only joking. I am sure you earn every cent
you get. Men don't pay us stenogs
any more than we are worth. There
are too many of us, oo many waiting for good jobs."
"Youv'e said a mouthful!" Nellie
returned slangijy.
Tomorrow
Fallon
Dorothy
Visits the Office.

KI.Ili:
'

CHAPTER 55.
The elder Mr. Fallon had gone
away. He was beloved by the
staff of the office, and his ill
health saddened them. Hut while
regretting his indisposition, as did
the other and older employes, Nellie felt a thrill of delisht when Mr.
George said:
"MisH Jones has suggested. Miss
Riley, that you take your desk into
my room while father la away. It
will save time."
And even .though the BUgwstion
came from 'Miss Jones, Nellie's
happiness was not dampened. She
would be in the same room, hear
him talk, see him. She did not
consciously own to herself that she
to care for Mr.
was beginning
(Jeorge in a way slightly different
from the feeling she had for his
father that of an employe for an
who was kind and
employer
thoughtful. She felt the delight
Without analyzing it.
But in her talks with Cora she
showed the older gir more than
she knew, and it worried Cora. It
meant keen distress
perhaps for
the youns girl she loved; the
bright, happy creature who had
brightened her dull life. Cora tried
tactfully to talk of his "Mr.
George's" marriage, some day to
girl in his own social class. Often
she spoke of the foolishness of
glrla who allowed themselves to
care.for their employers. Uut Nellie never seemed to realize she was
meant, that she was in danger.
She did her work happily and
well, showing nn eagerness to learn
that delighted Miss Jones, as well
as Mr. Gcnvge.
"She's wonderful!" Miss Jones
Faid. and
altlu gh ho made no
answer, Mr. George Fallon thoroughly agreed with her. That it
waH from a different standpoint,
Miss Jones did not guess.
en-ti-

Cora's office had done wonderfully well, really far exceeding her
for thn length of
expectations
lime hhc bad tried it. She knew
that Fallon & Son's business had
been a ereat help, but gradually
she had acquired other clients, and
her work, so well and promptly
done, caused them to recommend
lior until t;he had felt it necessary
to have two Kirls to help her.
She now refused to allow either
...

.i.
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By WALT

i.

r.

Another style is set in fiction:
wo go
to the pioneers.
back
Viiioi," lives were full of blood
and fiction, v. ho broke the sod
v.Ith hrlndln steers. From grocers
mid piano tuners, from cities and
their wild unrest, we journey now
in prairie schooners, to conquer
in the
west.
From
kingdoms
south Eea isles we turn our faces,
we
in
turn:
and slfrh
gladness as
und for n time the desert rnc.es
our giftod novelists may spurn.
We'll have a rest from Sex and
Passion, and Problems that com- pell our tears; I thank the boysi
who set the fashion of writing

J

nutter.

Milk.
Sugar CooTiies.
Dinner.
Baked Potatoes.
Banana Salad.
Assorted Cakes.
Coffee.
Veal Loaf.

TODAY'S RECIPES.
Hash may be made of any leftover meat and potato finely chopped and moistened with a little
water, milk or gravy. Very little
meat is needed as the eggs give
the substance to the meal. Brown
in frying pan with a little meat
dripping or butter, then turn and
brown tho other side. Turn on
to hot platter, put poached eggs on
top and serve.
Poached Eggs Half fill the fry- -

ONLY WOMAN DEAN
OP LAW SCHOOL IS

FOR EQUAL RIGHTS

SING

W

t.K'p

H. A
I

Emma M. Glllett.

Dear Mrs Thompson: I am going to make- a navy blue dress.
What color would yon combine
CJ. O. D.
with it?
Tan is very good with navy
blue n ml particularly .popular this
season.

POLICE SHOOT WOMAN
WHEN AUTO FAILS TO
STOP WHEN ORDERED

SIS

-

bln. Colo., Nov. 19.
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Mrs. M.
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household
Suggestions
Dusty Carpet

J' J

A
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DENVER

Denver, Colo., Nov. 10. Eight
persons met death in automobile
accidents In Denver during October, according to tho report
Issued by Miss Florence Dench,
of the city bureau of vital statis-tioThere was a total of HUD
deaths in the city from all causer
Forty-tw- o
during the month.
died of smallpox and fourteen of
was
One
person
diphtheria.
murdered and one died of injuries In a tramway accident.
A

BARBER EXPLAINS
CAUSE OF BALDNESS
El

I'aso, Texas. Nov. 19. An
Paso hnrher claims to have
discovered the cause of baldness
and its cure.
P.aldness is caused by tight
collars, more than anything else,
bo says.
This man is A. H.
Fletcher and hero follow his explanation and cure:
"Tight collars check the flow
of blood to the scalp.
Constant
wearing of a tight hot will make
a man bald in six months and a
high tight collar will do It too In
a little more time.
"There is a small tissue between the skull and the skin,
and tho blood reaches this tissue
through the surface vessels. If
they are cramped, the tissues of
the scalp will become starveij and
the hair fall out.
"Stop wearing high, tight collars and massage
your hnad.
Massage, rather than tonics, help
cure baldness."
El

.
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Amij, j,j
Ijcft-OvTomatoes.
Add a little cream sauce and on3. l. nr.AMi:xsini'
ion juice to the few tomatoes that
are left over and use over casserThere were five additions at the
ole dishes, such as tuna fish, macmorning session, four by letter
aroni, scalloped potatoes.
from other churches and ono for
baptism. Daptismal ordinance was
Tho Worn Tablecloth.
Very frequently the tablecloth administered at the evening serwill wear out In such a manner vice.
that loilies may be cut from It.
Mr, and Mrs. ,T. L. Hlankenshlp,
bringing a pattern In the center. A singers on the evangelistic staff of
theso
tho home inrsslnn board of the
simple crocnsiefl edge around
will
and you have dainty doilies for Southern Buptlst convention
arrive this evening from Texas and
ordinary use.
will conduct the musical program
A Hint for the Bride.
If you ara Just accumulating
your kitchen utensils, take a tip
There
from an old housekeeper.
DOG HILL PARAGRAPHS
is no tot for potroastlng like the F
;st '
3 A ,i "
Iron "Dutch oven" of your grandBy GEOBGE BINGHAM
mother's time. It has an 'ron "d
and
the
fits
retains
that
tightly
savorlness of the meat you are
cooking as no other kettle does.
fc
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Sugar CookiesTwo cups light
brown sugar, one cup of butter or
substitute, two eggs, a little nutmeg, or any preferred flavoring,
one-hacup (full) sour milk with
a little soda dissolved In it, flour
to make a soft dough, two teaspoons baking powder, a little salt
Sprinkle with sugar before baking.
Banana salad Place half a banana on a lettuce leaf, sprinkle nut
meats on It and any good salad
This salad
dressing
preferred.
may be used in place of a dessert.

Handy Ilox for Gift.
Handy and useful box may be
made from a large round cheese
box.
Cover the outside with a piece
of pretty cretonne (flowered), then
nad the toD and cover tne same ana
ruffle three
put a
Inches wide around the bottom of
box and also one around the top
edge of the cover and line the box
with a pretty piece, of flowered

V

(Jeorge on the Ground.
Walter F. George, bearing his
uncredentials and commission
der his election November 7, arrived hero today, accompanied
democrat,
Harris,
by Senator
He would not present
Georgia.
himself in tho senato until after
Mrs. Fulton had an opportunity
to claim tho seat.
llo plans to remain in a senate cloak room pending the decision as to her status und not
to claim his seat until Tuesday.
President
Vice
Coolidgo and
senate leaders were disposed toFelton by
Mrs.
day to seat
unanimous consent, but a single
It
is .said, probably
objection,
would bar her. Lcadurs of both
to agree that
wero
raid
partiesSonator-elesince
George's elecno
tion sho has hod
legal right
not
could
bo
seated
and
to
or pay
allowances
mileage
but all appeared reluctant to
liefrom taking the oath
jirevent
of office.
There weru reports, however,
was being
that Mr. Coolidgo
urged, to avoid making a preceFelton
Mrs.
to
rule against
dent,
should she present herself.
Senate Will Adjourn.
Neither the senate nor house
will plunge into work tomorrow.
The senate will adjourn out of
tcspect to the late Henator Watson, of Georgia, and the house
out o respect to Representative
California,
Nolan,
republican,
chairman of the labor commit
tee, who died yesterday.
President Harding is expected
to address congress In Joint sesThe
sion Tuesday.
president's
address, it is said, will be brief
and will deal mainly with arguments for the shipping measure.
With the senate in a quandry
over Mrs. Fclton's status, Mrs.
Winifred Iluck will bo sworn In
tomorrow as a member of tho
Sho was elected as
house.
large from Illinois
to succeed her father, the late
William 13. Ma-- i
Representative
son.
and house will
Dotli senate
settle down to work after the
president's address Tuesday, the
over
housn to fight
the ship
subsidy bill, which leaders plan
to bring to a vote November 29,
and the senate to take up unfinished and miscellaneous business
of which the administration bill
to lend $5,01)0.000 to Liberia, has
the right of way.
A largo number of presidential
nominees are to be transmitted to
the senate early this week, with
supremo court and federal reserve board vacancies among the
to
most important
bo filled.
Scores of postmasters and other
federal officials also are to be
named.
ct

i

COLORADO MINERS
FROM
ELIMINATED
MOUNTAIN CONTEST
Denver, Nov. 19- .- Definite elimination of the Colorado School of
Mines from the race for the Bocky
mountain conference title, featured
Saturday's football In the vicinity
of the Great Divide.
Picked as one of the strongest
contenders for the gonfaleon, three
in
conference
times victorious
games thus far this season, nnd
standing high in tha estimation of
brid fans bby reason of their 7 to
7 tio with the veteran team of the
University of Denver, the miners
went down to disastrous defeat
the Colorado Aggies yesterday, 19 to 0.
Denver, meantime, smashed her
way through another formidable
barrier in her march to the chamthe Colorapionship,
do college 20 to 14 In a thrilling
clash.
Tho only undefeated eleven In
the Rocky mourUaln conference In
addition to Denver, Is Utah University which yesterday defeatod
"hitman College, 24 to B. She has
still to meet her ancient rivals, the
Utah Aggies.
Denver's hopes
Thanksgiving
dny are pinned on victory over the
Colorado Aggies.
Saturday was a day of disastei
for the Rocky mountain conferenre
teams in
games
W'yomlng took u terrific beating,
77 to 0. at the hands of Oonzagn
Colorado
Universitr
University;
suffered a 29 to
defeat by Kansas University and Arirona defeated New Mexico, 10 to 0.
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of the day nnd evening services for
the next two weeks. MS. lilanken-shi- p
has been connected with the
home mission board for tho past
twelve years, during which time
ha has conduced the siijging in
revivals in nearly all tho largo cities of tho south.
Mrs, Blnnkenship, who is known
as the "woman with the double
voice-,Is said to possess two separate and distinct voices
and baritone. She has
studied with somo of America's
foremost teachers. Mrs. lUnnken-hlp- ,
has devo.ed her life to singing the gospel for the salvation of
souls.
mezzo-sopra-

While excavating for the foundation of a pig pen early today Clab
Hancock unearthed the handle off
of a Jujr. He will co tinue the research work throughout tho week

Fit Smith, wVo bicame obscured
from public attention a few years
ago when he married a widow with
several children, was heard laughing at a Joke this morning.

Poke Easley and family hn1
house full of company again last
Sunday. While both Poko nnd hi?
wife are always glad to have comTwo million, tons of sand are
usell in the United States each year pany and always lnrdst that both
longer end hurry back,
In Queensland. Australia,
there in making glass.
agree, after tho company departs
Is the thickest coal seam In the
that Sunday really ought to be a
An increase of 400,000
world. Its average thickness Is S'.i
dairy day of rest, and that company Is
feef. The whole depth is of pure cows has been made in the United going to eat them out of house and
'
coal.
home.
States during the past year.
,
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Mrs. Villiam SchlessinRer nnd her brother, Frank Ahle.
dating- Lnck 27 years when each was taken from
nn orpharv asylum and adopted by different families Mrs. William
Ahle
Schlessinger and her brother. Frank Ahle, have been reunited.
His sister lives in Chicago.
now is an electrical engineer in Detroit.

After a separation

-

RED PEPPER USED IN
ATTACK ON DISABLED
VETERANSC0M!V1ANDER

No.

3

What I
know

Tied pep-

Butte, Mont., Nov. 19.

per was used by two unidentified
men who early Sunday morning attacked W. I... White, recently elect,
ed commander of tho Disabled Veterans of America here, doctors said

about

.COLGATE'S

They expressed tho
tonight.
lief that White would not bo blinded permanently.
White declares that two men
gained entrance to bis room Sunday morning and, nfter attacking
him threw red pepper into his
eyes, lleforo that, ho said, they
hud accosted him and staled that
although elected, he "would never
see to command." The injured
man said he believed his assailants
thought he was commander of the
American Legion.
White was taken to a hospital
soon after the attack and It was
not until several hours later that
he was able to distinguish between light and darkness.
be-

RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
1 know that if a better dentifrice could bemadeCoiCAT
would make it.
1 know that more dentists
prescribe and use Colgate's
than any other dentifrice. I
also know that dentists have
a nriilp in their work and
prescribe that which best
keeps teeth in condition for
the time between patients'
visits.

I know more dentists recom

mend COLGATE'S than any

In Norway there Is a law which
makes girls ineligible for matrimony unless thev can show certi
ficates of nldll n cooking, knitting
and spinning.

I

other dentifrice.
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Bent By

Pointed
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for the '
Outdoor Girl
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Straight
Bones

That Crew
IMraisht in
Educator

bhoes

Unless stamped
like this it is not
cn Educator
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To Clear Away!
Skin Troubles

Soap (vcliwifl. Ointment
dor, lit. BuniplM of

to toathtj-alcm-

Ualr.
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The Correct Shoe
for a Growing Girl

AX ADE to stand up under
the wear and tear an
weiean.lJtallliyCondilloii
active
girl gives her shoes;
Murine Eye Remedy
and Morning."
lUUKLItJ "Night
but more than that, EducaEeep yonr Eyes Clean. Clear and Bealtby. tors will keep your daughWrite for Free EnCare Book.
RwlM tt Beset CeV tut Okie Suwl. Chiciga ter's feet supple and strong.
Don't cramp and pinch her
e
in
4f1.iTir'itr!i foot bones
M'

MBS. J. Jj. BIiAXKEXSUlP.
Vo. 41
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A Mysterious Match
A match is pushed head first into the
:losed list. But when It is drawn oui
box-pleat.he other end
It has reverted itself,
;he head coming last.
An extra head was previously srluei'
o tfa base of the match. The real head
as held between the thumb and fore- wall paper.
anger of the right band, so that when
he match was shoved into the left
To Prevent Book Mold Scatter Jrst, it apparjntly went head first.
a few drops of oil of lavender In I'lie pressure of the left fingers brok
the bookcase before shutting It up iff the dummy head, so when the match
for the summer and you will find was pulled out the ether aide, the reai
no book mold.
lead came last. The extra head was left
ehlnd in the left hand, sod was drop,
Flowering, plants- known In the ped on the floor.
British Isles Include over a quarter Ccmrlgkt, till. v FvWtt Ltdtn Comfmy

Dean Emma M. Gillctt, of the,
Washington College of Law, only
woman dean of a law school In the
country, as chairman of the Law
.vers' council of the Woman's Par.
ty, is assisting the National Wo. of a million varieties.
man's Party in tho dfaftinir of the
proposed equal rights legislation.
Dust from the Pahara desert has
"We want to eliminate
I
ntiqi-a- t
blown Into ships in the Atlegal discriminations neainst wo. been
ocean about 1,000 miles
lantic
men," explains Dean Gillctt.
away.
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IN MONTH OF OCTOBER

i

lng pan with boiling water, add a Keeping tlio 15rns In Condition
teaspoon of salt or vinegar, break
A soft cloth moistened with sweet
tha eggs gently In and simmer un- oil will keep lm brass be i In good
to condition.
til they are done according
with a dry
taste.
Lift them out, drain and ccluimois is Rubbing
also recommonded.

con-serv-

n.

L

lf
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It is contrary to good breeding
to give a present and then ask to
have it back. No mutter what the
cause, tho gift may not be recalled. Often, as is tho case with your
frifnds, regret follows and the
thing is more deeply valued after
it has, been parted with, but onco
gone it may not be taken bak.
Since your friends have asked
such a thing, however, good breeding demands that you return the
picture at once. Don't argue, the
matter, simply return the gift. It
i.s unfortunate
that such a thing
should have happened, because you
can never feel the same toward
the people ar;ain. They have done
something small which you will
never be able to forget.

COTJG

slightly dampened broom Is
best for sweeping carpet that Is
very dusty. It will clean the carpet and keep the dust from flying

Boil
Cauliflower
.a Gratln
cauliflower in salted water until
tender, put in baking dish. Make
a good cream sauce and pour over
it. Sprinkle bread crumbs and
grated cheese over it and bake until brown.
Baked Apples Apples may be
baked with or without the skins.
They should be cored, although
coring Involves some waste, The
most economical way which
all the good of the fruit is
to peel and core thorn, fill the
hollow with sugar, a dot of butter
and a little cinnamon, add a little
water and bake. Put the cores and
peeling lnu a separate pan, add
water and cook until tender, then
strain through a wire strainer,
sweeten and pour over the baked
apples. The rulo of using the
whole apple also- applies to apple
sauce. Wash the apples and cut
them up and cook until tender, rub
rub them through a wire strainer,
add sugar and boll up, to melt the
When the apples Rre red
sugar.
you will find you have a very attractive, rosy sauce. Apples are
one of the most healthful of fruits
and should be used freoly In all
households and especially where

N.

'all was shot and painfully
wounded by Pueblo police officer
late tonight when the automobile,
she was riding in failed to halt
when the officers commanded it to
The police were searching for four
bandits, snld to hav0 robbed a
store in Canon City and
Blanken- -' jewelry
Mr. ?r,d Mrs. J.
were
stopping all automobiles
coming into Pueblo from the west.
ship Will Arrive This Eve- F. Li. Duffield was driving the auand when the officers
Revival Services tomobile
ning;
ordered tho car to stop he put on
more speed and the officers opened
Began Yesterday.
fire. The automobile was almost
with buckshot and one bulThe revival services which beenn riddled
let struck Mrs. McCall in the back,
at tho First Dalit ist church yester- yhe will recover.
nt both
day wero well attended
services. AUTOMOBILES
morning and "veiling
KILLED

Order I'nttcrns by number.
Send nil orders direct to I ashiiin
Hcpur incut, .'lbu(iiiT!Uo Morning
Journal, 280. South Wells Street,
tiiiciii'o, Illinois,
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there are children.
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Con-gres- B

BAPT1BT CHURCH

deci-mnt-

put

Nov.
It).
Washington,
will meet at noon tomorrow in special session, called by
President Harding primarily to
consider tho adniinlslraton ship
With only two
subsidy bill.
weeks remaining until the beginning of the regular December
session it is expected to sit continually until adjournment sine
die March 3.
Kli'oits of Mrs. W. II. Felton,
of Oorgia, first woman senator
to obtain a seat in tho senate
for a day, promised unusual Interest in the customary cut and
Whether
dried opening routine.
she will be seated still remains
a problom awaiting developments
Tho "grand
on the senate-floo- r.
was apold lady of Georgia"
Hardwick
pointed by Governor
to succeed the late Senator Wat-io-

Xow they have moved back
here und they say they want their
picturo back. We have learned to
love it and don't want to part
with it. Do you think it is right
for them to ask to have It back?

twig-strew-

on

g

us.

About-threThompson:
years aso we had pome very
close friends who moved away

"

We go back to
up our pioneers.
the mode of Cooper, to Leather-stockingstrong and hale, who
waits In ambush for the snooper
n
who pads along his
trail. From sujicrhented rot and
pisen, from long drawn annals
of despair, we Journey to the far
horizon, whero we may breathe
untainted air. I'm glad again to
roam tho forest, my trusty tomahawk in hand, and swat the Ino
jun where he's sorest, and
his
band.
The
Ravage
newer book I have my clutch on.
and I send forth a loud hooruv
for Herbert Quick, for Hough,
MoCutoheon.
and othorg who
have shown the way.

house-keepin-

Mis.

Dear

Lawmakers Have Been!
Called Together Primarily
to Consider the Administration Subsidy Bill.

from here to another town. When
they were breaking up
tln-gave us a picture which
tiny valued highly. It was an
oil
original
painting, rather largo
to carry,' and they said there was
no wall hpace In tho apartment
they were taking in the other city.
We weru delighted to have, the
picture. Our friends suid that we
had meant a lot to them and they
wanted to leave the picture to us
to show their appreciation of what
wo had done for them during the
time wo were friends. They said
nothing about lending the picture,
and every time they epoko of it
they xaid they were giving it to

t
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Mflll Household H intjt
MKXU IIIXT.
Rroukliist.
Grape Fruit.
Haah.
1'oached Eggs.
Coffee.
Luncheon.
Cauliflower au Gratln.
Baked Apples.
Celery.
Whole Wheat Bread Rolls and

GOOD
SEVERAL
HOUSE
DRESSES CAN BE MADE FOR
PRICE
ONE.
OF
THE
Perhaps you have an established housekeeping business and
then, perhaps you have just
"landed the job." In any case
you know or should know the
stress the truly efficient houses
wife lays on neat and
house garments. At this time of
the year there Is so much to do
between preserving and cleaning
that many women become lax
about what they wear. If you
start now and make a few attractive frocks for general wear, the
care of the house in all probability
will cease to "grow on your
nerves."
It certainly isn't the time or
money it takes to make a house
frock that cause so many women
to hesitate, for you could make
one like the illustration In an
afternoon and all it would cost
if percale at 15c per yard were
used with chambray for trimmings
a the same price per yard, would
be about 65 cents.
The pattern No. 1582 cuts In
sizes 34 36. 38. 40. 42 and 44
inches bust measure. Site 36
materequires 344 yards
rial with
contrastyard
Price 15c. stamps or coin
ing.
(coin preferred).

MASON,

RACK.

HARKING

i.

Annabel

ey

Dear Mrs. Thompson. I am a
girl of fifteen. A boy of seventeen lows rue. or nt least Hays he
does, and i,u acts like it. 1 am not
allowed to go with boys and all
tho other girls of fifteen do, mid
they do worse, than I do. There
are some tilings he wants 1110 to
do that I won't do and h" gets
angry. He is the only one I care
anything for. J'leuso tell me what
to do to keep him 'in good humor.
TKDDY.
You are not the only girl of fifteen who doi:s not go with boys.
You only see that a good many
girls of that age are permitted to
do It, and you base your concluyour
sions unfairly.
Absolutely
parents are right hi Buying that
you are too young.
Hinec you have your standards
of right and wrong, stick to them.
The fact that the boy wants you
to do things you consider wrong,
should not alter your determination to do light. Don't bo a weak
'Jelly flfch, because you will nut
gain anything by It. People admire character and it you refuse
to be led by tho will of others,
when you know that will to bu
wrong, you will be all the more
loved and respected.
Try to stop thinking In terms
of love. It will be a long lime
beforo you will bo old enough to
marry and so' It will he much
bettor to have good friends for a
few years instead of sweethearts.
Abovo everything else remember
that happiness depends on doing
what you know to be right. Let
people get nugry at you if they
want to When they see that you
are not Influenced by their wrath
they will come back to you in a
more pleasant state of' mind and
be willing to accr-pyour wishes.

five
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Get Educators for
shoes.
vour daughter and for your
self.
They are made for
men,, women and children
to "let the feet grow as
Come in to
thev should."
these
see
and
day
Educator shoes.
good-looki-

HUTCH1NS

to now,

Up.X, M1Iie, Mm,

a

the-sta- y

kn;kuii

iKitsoNAr.

ORIS HI I NO CHRISTMAS CAKDSt
Thig war we hav h pmccss by
which your name and tha text m
sen Unit-nure run at ono uperatlnn,

thuit imurintt on exact match,

us show you.
HTKOMTS

BOOK

STORE

hti

KtO U
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FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
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Page Six
where circumstance provides an adja
cent air court to carry the smoke away.
Wellesley is not automatically purged
AN 'INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
of a plague by the performance and the
JOURNAL VI HUSHING COMPANY
two rebellious spirits do not become unwomen.
The twin
JOSEPH TAt'SEli
Managing Editor shackled
young
.will continue to be bound by
martyrs
ve
310 West Cold
Office
of other and older conventions.
nnd "7 thousands
Telephones
'Their judgment also is faulty in that they
matter at iho pustoffiec
Entered as
have picked a more important rea
nf Albuquerque. N. M.. and entry in Santa Fe. N. (might
one not open, at least
17 son tor revolution,
M.. pending, under set of Congress of March
1870
to the
ostensibly, to so
,many objections on the ground of taste.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
S'e 'Most reviewers of their heroic struggle!
'ne month hy carrier or mail
J2.50 have a lot of
Three months
difficulty visualizing the new!
Six Months
'...$4.75 woman
arising, liberated and cleansed,
$9. On
One Year
from the ashes of a dead
ADVEIITJSEMKNT8.
The girls need a more im
The Journal reserves the right to reject any cigarette.
advertising matter that ft may deem improper. res- portant, if not a more imposing, symbol
falls for society meetings, cards of thanks, not- oi their martyrdom!
church socials, lectures,
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CALLED BACK TO SCHOOL TO FINISH HIS TASKS
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Money talks. But did
on a piece of silver?
$
"Holm!
Holm!" whispered Senator Bursum's
wife.
"Wake up! I'm sure there are robbers in
"Robbers in the house?" he muttered
the house!"
sleepily. "1 know it. There are always robbers In
the House, but there arc none in the senate!" And
he turned over.

"Jerry" Haggard says:
you ever sec a man's head

CLEMENCEAU.
The visit of Clemenceau

J

--

to America

recalls to mind those days immediately
following the close of the war when the
eyes of the world were turned toward
Versailles in the hope that the men who
were there assembled would redeem the
world from the scourge of war. Out of

that conference emerged a more

Pepperday says: 'Tou may think the world
owes you a living until you start out to collect It."
9
Some fellows who think they fill an important
breach are so insignificant that they do not even
fill a man's sized pair of breeches.

univer-

misunderstanding than has ever
threatened the peace of the world. Instead of evolving a new world order,
Which was the fervent hope of mankind,
Sunday is the day for contributions, but we seem
so that men might again return to the to have manager to get a fair collection ihis blue
Monday morning.
pursuits of peace, old jealousies have
Old Father Hubbard he went to the cupboar'l
been revived and the nations of the world,
out his bottle of wine. A pro officer ramp
instead of being united in the bonds of to getwrote
down his name, and the judge said, "Jail
jand
tQ.nra nwl n tin"
peace, are more hopelessly divided than
they were when William Penn proposed
Half a leg, half a leg, showed the Four Hundred,
a plan for a League of Nations two and Nurse
maids were not dismayed,
a half centuries ago.
Typists were unafraid,
No congregation of men ever had so Soon we saw legs displayed clear to the garter.
signal an opportunity of having their Gazed at by young and old,
names emblazoned in letters of gold on Heedless of heat and cold,
shanks and curving mold,
,he pages of history than the men who Thin
i'were to write the Treaty of Versailles. The more shown the smarter.
;Wilson, Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Chorus of Mails arose, rumbled and thundered,
All have been "For starting charming styles,
;OrIando the big four!
We
you praise and smiles.
swept out of power, while the treaty of ;Keepgive
up your winning wiles, Noble Four Hundred."
which they were the joint authors has
jAlas came a rueful morn,
virtually become a "scrap of prcr."
are longer worn
The idealism of Wilson and the tempor- ("Skirts
iCloso to the knee cap shorn,''
izing influence of Lloyd George could not Decreed fashion's tailors;
prevail against the
diplomacy
the newest duds plunged the Four Hundred
of the old French "Tiger," who had not Into
Limbs disappeared from view.
Hidden by fashions new.
yet forgotten 1871, much less 1914!
"Woe unto the vanquished when the Ah. once we saw and knew, but now we just
wondered.
victors disagree!" The boasted civilization of centuries, the progress wrought Chorus of males arose, "Doggone the change in
clothes:
through human achievement and intel- Joy's chain
is
lectual development has been nullified in Tears streamedsundered."
down Ills nose,
a single conflict. And out of what was Each voiced his deepest woes,
to have been "a peace without victory" And shouted 'twixt his throes, "Someone has
blundered."
came a victory without peace.
America welcomes Clemenceau, not as ir
s
an emissary of peace, but as the representative of France, who bore the brunt
J
of the war.
h
sal

i

'

old-scho- ol

i

Hon. G. A. Richardson
city yesterday on business.

PROVINCIALISM.

of Itoswell

was In the

Tax-- Collector Charles K. Newhall
has Issued
notice that the taxes for tho first half of 1902 are
now due.
'

If the present trend of events continues, there will soon be no provincialism left in the United States.
Isolation
is what makes people provincial, and
isolation is rapidly becoming a thing of
the past.
The telephone was the first medium to
connect
districts with the life
of the cities. The automobile next furnished a means of rapid and convenient
transit. Now the city has been brought
to the small town by means of the radio.
When Prairie Depot, Ohio, can listen in
on concerts as far east as Newark, as
far south as Atlanta, and as far west
as Kansas City just as, in the recent
election, Albuquerque received returns
from Los Angeles, then that town partakes in a measuie of the characteristics
of the cities. .They have something in

Special Artist F. W. Lesser of the Santa Fe left
last night for the east with a grip full of plates of
tho Alvarado.
t

.

F. G. Tracy,

president and general manager of
tho Fecos Irrigation company, has returned from
a trip to Chicago and Milwaukee, where he completed arrangements for the replacing of the old
wooden flume across the Pecos at Carlsbad by a
concrete structure.
permanent and

g

te

The Santa Fe Central railway has placed an'
order for two mogul engines, 25 box cars, 15 gondolas, four coaches and one Private car.

Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent has made
plans for the annual burning of interest coupon?
and vouchers which generally takes place the latter
The papers to be burned this
part of November.
year represent $500,000 paid out by the territorial
treasury.

common.
The great national roads form another
element. A sparsely
settled district, however far it may be
from the larger centers, cannot grow
and peculiar when cars
from ten different states pass through
town every day.
In fact, the danger lies in the opposite
'direction. Towns tend to grow rather
too much alike. Without labels, it is difficult for a stranger within a diameter of
500 miles to be able to distinguish one
town from another and most Main
Streets look alike. Town spirit is also
becoming more difficult to foster. Communication and easy travel have brought
this about. There may come a time when
the people of this country will have extended their travels around the globe so
.widely that they will not appear even as
distinctly American.

Dr W. S. Ward of Denver, mine expert and field
director of the Louisiana Purchase exposition, left
yesterday for San Antonio. N. M., accompanied by
Professor Fayette A. Jones of thli city. At Gran
Qulvera Dr. Ward expects to gather data for an
exhibit on early Spanish architecture In the

self-center-

TOMTS

BIESTT

TOEMT

THE POWLK OF LANGCAGE. We can plways heighten the emotion by the figures which we introduce, leading the Imagination
to a train of agreeable or disagreeable, of exalting
or debasing Ideas which correspond to the impressions that we choose to make. When we want to
render an object beautiful or magnificent, we borrow Images of the nioit beautiful or eplendid ecenee
of nature; we thereby throw a luster over our
we enliven the reader's mind, then dispose
object;
THEY NEED A BETTER ISSUE.
him to go along with us in the various impressions
which we give him of the subject. All this leads
i
The proportion of our population that us to reflect on the wondorfql power of language.
;worries over women who smoke has What a fine vehicle It has now become for all the
learned the fate of two young insurrectos conceptions of the human mind. Not content with
at Wellesley because of an abridgement a simplo communication of ideas, tt paints these
to the eye in tho most forcible and beautiful
of their inalienable right to. smoke. Since ideas
manner through the medium of figurative landetails have proved meagre, it is assumed guage.
that language, from being a rude and
Jthat they have departed or have been ImperfectSointerpreter
of men's wants and necesscanned
no
and that fags
longer ities, has now P3ssed Into an Instrument of the most
properly
constitute a solace in Wellesley save delicate and refined luxury,
tJLAIlt,
:

2T

5

litHeBennyj

they're 30 before they think of it."
"We Ret wiser every day. In
another fifty yean we won't marry
at all."

Answers to Questions.

Sydney Bulletin.

J

(Any reader can get the answej
"Do you know it's 2 o'clock in to any question by writing The
the morning?"
Albuquerque Journal Informat.oo
Whish mornin is Huieau, 'rcUerlc J. Haskin, DiOri, darling.
it?
rector. Washington, D. C. This
n.
offer applies strictly to
Professor
The Bureau cannot give
"D'you know, George,
on legal, medical, and finanDryazi ll has been lecturing on this
cial matters. It does not attempt
subject for leven years."
"Gee whiz! I'm glad I went to to settle domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive reseaich
sleep."
on any subject.
Write your quesHIS
CniCKKN!
tion
rOl'XTKll'
plainly and briefly. Give full
e
pack-idg"I lost a lot of money once."
name and address and enclose twr
Top put a square oblong went
lie
on the hall ruck
"How come?"
cents In stamps for return postage.
to the office this fnrning. having
"I proposed to a wealthy girl and All replies are sent direct to tt,e
to ma, Bv the wav. this belongs to she refused." Selected.
Inquirer.)
Mr. Lewis, theres clR'rs In it. so if
he sends Ms office boy up today 1
SIGXS SEFN
FLIPPANT
Q. How long Is Hie alimentary
wish you'd give it to him.
"If jour feet ache bring them ennui?
A. 1'. N.
I dont like that man Lewis and in."
A. The alimentary canal connever did and the more I see of
"Our
best
soda
are
the
sodas
sist!! in brief of tho mouth, phuryn.
him the less 1 see to see In him. all say." Exchange.
small and
aesophogus, stomach,
ma sed.
large intestine, and Is about 30 teet
Then of corse you'll be glad to
in
length.
get enything that belongs to him
Q. What Is meant 1y '"landing
out of the house, pop sed.
G. V. U.
Castle
at
tuo
true,
thats
Well, 'hat rite
A. The modern version of this
ma sed. And this afternoon after
s room looking
skool 1 was in
phrase is "landing at Ellis Island."
Castle Garden is a largo circular
out the window wondering weather
In Battery
Park,
Id rather be out In ip ureet and
VALLEY building
City. It was built in 1807 for
some kid went up the front steps
a fort, but was converted Into a
and rang the bell and I serl to ma.
gurden where civic receptions and
Theres Mr. Lewises office ley. ma.
such functions wero held. In 1855
shall I go down and give liitn the
a landing
became
it
place
packldge?
temporary headquarters for imBy all meens. good riddance to
Island
Ellis
18il
Since
migrants.
bad runbldgj, ma sed. And I went
has taken Its placo for these purdown and handed the
boy the
Made
Will
be
Effort
poses.
Is
this
wat
you
Every
packiee saying.
wunt? and he sed. Sure. And he
). When worn high heels first
to
Next
Prevent
Spring
took It and I shut the door agen
put on shoes'.' W. J. G.
wen
A.
he
home
sed.
and
According to books on cospoo mine
Cold Weather From DamWares thai packidge i left on the
tumes of the past centuries high
hall rack, Lewis dident send his
heels wero worn by women during
aging the Fruit Crop.
tho reign of Charles 11 in the fourboy after all. he's 'going to send
to
him
teenth century. They seem to have
my office tomorro.
tn The Journal
Special
attained their greatest height am!
Willyum that perfeckly redlck- X. M., Nov. 19.
Las
Cruces,
uliss, the boy was beer and got the
popularity in the reign of Louis
are
Meslllu,
In
tho
valley
XIV and Louis XV of France. Durnackklgo anil for all I know Mr.
Lewis has smoaked nil tho cigars making arrangements to put up a ing the latter period dress accesnext
Jack
Frost
this
stiff
Iip'm
were greatly exaggerated,
foolish
time.
enut'f
sories
to,
by
fight against
Im sure, ma sed, and pop sed. Tee spring in the event he conns again the headdress being sometimes sevgods, youve given those cicarg to to damage the fruit crops. The eral feet in height and the width
the rong boy, and1 I sed. Li ma.
of the dresses and tho height of
armor is to be smudge the
beets of shoes exaggerated acmaybe we did. there was a huck- farmers'
lard-patype.
ster wngKin out in the street at the pots of the
cordingly. It Is probable that the
In
C.
of
E. Locke
Mesilla, writing
same time nnd maybe the boy was
term "Louis" clung to the highest
attatched to that, maybe be ony Organized Farming, official jour- French heel for this reason.
wunted to know if we wonted to nal of the Dona Ana County Farm
.
What Is the correct plural
buy eny bannannas nr something. bureau, says that the requirements of teaspoon fill'.' E. McC.
he
combinwill
of
nil
the growers
And so you gave him Mr.
s
A.
The plural of teaspoonful Is
order. teaspoonfuls.
cigars, how sweet and appro- ed Into one
The word teaspoons-fn- l
priate, pop sed, nnd ma sed. Well Fuel oil for the smudge pots will
suggests a different though'.
I dont care, I dont like that man be bought in tank car lots and disFour
teaspoonsful means four difl.ewis and never ixpert to and pop tributed among the growers at ferent teaspoons filled with flour,
This means the building of whereas four teaspoonfuls indicates
sed. But they were his cigars, have cost.
wood and iron tanks and concrete that one
you no sense of ustice"
teaspoon has been filled
Certeny 1 have, and thats jest wv cisterns for oil storage.
four times.
of
Tm glad, ma sed.
director
Garcia,
Prof.
Fabian
Anil she wpnt to
Is lo cream salt put on Ice
the movies with my sister Gladdls the experiment station at the New to Q.cause
It to melt or to keep II
and pop called up Mr. Lewis on the Mexico College of Agriculture and from
un it lug? A. L.
,
telefone and told him to buv an- Mechanic Arts, says that several
A.
Sail is put with ice when
other box of cigars and charge types of smudgers were v.:ed wi'h
In
to melt
cream
ice
order
success at the state horticultural making
them to him.
the ice and release tho cold which
farm last spring.
"We saved every tree we wanted treezes the cream.
sugar
to save from the late frost." Pro- Is Q, Whatin proportion of the
A LITTLE
LAUGHTER
refined
Philadelphia? M. K.
Garcia said, "and good crop?
j fessor
A.
about
refines
Philadelphia
some
of apples, pears, peaches,
of tho sugar manufactured In
and other tree fr!Jlt re- the United
First Girl Tomorrow
is my cherries
States.
save heavy
will
sulted.
Smudging
birthday, dearie, nnd I'm going to losses in this district."
Q. Isi there any title that can be
take a day off.
bestowed
upon a woman In EngDearest Friend
Why,
darling,
land as a reward of merit ? G. 1. J.
you never took less than a year PASS CITY CHILDREN
A. The Most Kxcellent Order of
before!
the British Empire offers the title
WILL MAKE DOLLS FOR "Dame" which may be prefixed to
SMILFS IMPOIVJ EI)
name of the weman winnlhy
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS tho
Tourist Is 1: restful up here?
the honor.
It Is used with the
Local Well, it was, till tourists
Christian and surnamo as Dame
came up here fo- - a rest.
Elizabeth Sr Ith.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 19.
School children these days are
Q. When was the first associa"TIs, sbr, work is scarce, but Oi "talking Christmas." and are plan- tion of chemists formed? J, L. I),'
A.
for
the
The first society of this kind
holidays,
got a Job last Sunday that brought ning many things
me a quid."
programs, Christmas trees nnd the In the world was the Chemical So"What, Pat? You broke the like, and want to help the poor ciety of Philadelphia, founded by
also. So the Associated Charities James Woot muse in 1792.
Sabbath?"
Q. W hat questions are asked an
"Well, sor, it wuz me or the Sab- has planned an unusual course for
In court when he Is beapplicant
bath. Wun of utj had to bo broke." them.
In an a lulled iftmeh
Friday afternoons will be given ing swornA. L.
Dot
What a great
Don over to sewing and making doll cltlxeu?
lllC
A.
Associated
Charities
Tho
Naturalzatlon Bureau
clothes. The
played.
Gus Yes. he'll be our best man will gather the dolls; hundreds says that there are no stereotyped
have been given by Individuals questions asked in the examination
before long.
of applicants for citizenship.
and stores.
Dot Oh, Gas. bow suddun!
are based on State and
Eoy will sw and cut, too, but
the Federal conxtltutlotij, and tho funBlnks Look here, old man, you the girls will make most ofones.
damentals of American citizenship.
especially tin hard
ought to think more of the future, stltch,
of dolls have been
Q. W hen are hams at their best ?
Jinks Dammit, man, I've got to After hundreds will
a
G. C.
be
to
taken
dressed, they
think of the present. It's tho wife's down-towA. A well cured ham Is usually
n
store and there many
birthday.
In perfection when one year old.
he
Melbourne Punch. willThose auctioned..
not thus sold, will be sent
). What countries have the
poor children over the city shortest and tallest people, in the
"Poor fellow! Hae they sent for to
. T. Fa
not otherwise have re- world?
would
who
the doctor?"
A. Africa has hoth. Tho Akka
n doll of any kind, much los
"It was the doctor who ran over ceived
are
the shortest ami the
a neatly dressed one. Then, every pygmies
him, madame."
child in the Associated Charities Wnhurna of Ruanda, East Africa,
wasn't that
"Indeed; no-tho tallest people tn the world.
dav nursery will be given a doll.
The money from the doll sale
In New York a savings bank acw!"
spent to buy food for the
"I'll cut you off with a shilling." poor be
who are taken, care count becomes dormant after 20
children
"You don't happen io have the of hy the charities, especially the years, and a trust or state ban!:
shilling about yon?"
who. are taken account after five years. It then
underfed bnbie
earn of while their mothers work ceases to draw Interest, but is car"Fifty years imo cirls married during the dny for a living fni the ried on the books as a permanent
'
before tiny were i); nowadays family.
liability,
infoi-na-tfo-
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TO FIGHT FROST

il

Lew-lsse-

r

urer of

Colfax

County;

Valdez Got the Majority.

If J. I. Valdez was elected on the
Oamc refuges have built up die
ideer and turkey supply of Penn democratic ticket a week ago Tuessylvania from a condition of prac- day, and there are four of him In
tical extermination to a condition the county, neither of whom was

Charley White says that a lot of people who go
into banks, go in to fill their fountain pens.

November 20. 1922
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OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MEMHEK
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
of all new credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.

Not Trespassed Court May Have to Decide
Who Was Elected Treas- -

Refuges

Upon and Are Kept Clean;
of Predatory Animals Willi
Build Up Game Supply

i

s

far-lyin-

AFFECT RESULT

s

New-Yor-

Nearly 10,000 head presented by his party to the
of abundance.
of big game is now killed annually voters who will be the next treaswithout injuring urer of Colfax county?
In Pennsylvania
'
This is the question that is makthe breeding stock.
likewise build ing local attorneys dig into thel?
will
Game refuges
of
and
supply
books today, says the Itaton
the
deer
law
turkey
up
New Mexico, if not trespassed upon Range.
of
J. H, Valdez was placed in nomiby hunters and if kept clean
nation fur treasurer of Colfax
predatory animals.
The area of mountain lands In 'county by the county democratic
The name of J. I.
New Mexico is so huge that the convention.
state can never hope to prevent Valdez was certified according to
by
law to the county clerk, and J. I.
trespass on game refuges solely
Valdez was the name placed by the
policing them with deputy wardens.
The policing must be done by en- clerk on the official ballot and cerlightened sportsmen and ranchmer tified by him. J. I. Valdez received
or not at all. O,."oe wardens can a majority of 211 votes at the eleconly help by backing up this volun- tion, and Is entitled to the office
tary policing with the necessary of county treasurer according to
law. Hut the question now is. which
legal prosecution.
Accordingly, the success of the J. I. Valdez?- There are four 4n
in
is
countColfax
largely
game refuge program
bearing this name,
the hando of the sportsmen them- none of whom were intended by
enthe democratic
convention as its
selves. The sportsmen must
force them or else face either a nominee. There may he more, but
closed season or the extermination four are all that have been reportAnd J. R. Valdez
of big game. "ThP gods help those ed to this date.
was not voted for at all, though he
who help themselves."
in
was the nominee of the convenThe state game commissions
creating refuges have not in any tion, and therefore was not elected.
To sum up the complication. J.
case taken in all hunting grounds.
They have been very careful to I. Valdez was not nominated but
leave plenty of open space where was elected and which J. I.
there is good hunting. This is a Valdez is he? J. It. Valdez was
proven fa.ee, recognized by all oldei nominated but not elected and
hunters,
many others how can lie serve?
although
hold the erroneous opinion that all
''an you bent it?
The prevailing
good hunting ground has been shut
opinion is that,
off in the refuges,
neither man can be seated. It is
There need be no mistaking of argued that If no Valdez was lawthe refuges bv hunters, as all ref- fully running, then W. It. Tompuges nr? well posted with metal kins, who was lawfully running a"
sifcns which may be seen and rec- tho
was
republican
candidate,
It is also argued
ognized from a good distance. legally elected.
no
Valdez was legally electHowever, hunters who may desire that if
to obtain detailed Information con- ed, then the present incumbent.
cerning the refuges should address Ralph Calloy. must hold over for
the state game warden. Maps will two, years more because of the
be furnished upon such applicavacancy caused by tho election detion, detailed maps having been fault.
It is anybody's guess until the
specially made for this purpose.
Harry Johnson's sporting goods cum i orcmuH. as yet no stops huw
neen
house also has detailed information
taken to bring tiie matter to
a legal test, but It is understood
on the subject.
Game refuges are no longer o proceedings are under advisement.
matter of theory.. It is a proven
fact that they serve to restore game
in depleted section.
Tt has been
demonstrated repeatedly that game I
SCHOOL NOTES
soon learns the hrundnry of pro- i
tected areas and flees for that area
on a direct line when pursued.
Old Town.
Accordingly, a game refuge nets
Preparation for the. coming of
as an automatic reservoir, which
insures against the extermination Thanksgiving is in the air at the
of breeding stock and results in a Old Town school. Turkey, pumpconstant overflow of natural in- kins, pilgrims, fruit ami everycrease onto the surrounding areas. thing that reminds one of the seaWhere the refuges are enforced son are in view.
Hot lunches are mill proving
they are a more perfect device successful
Various
for replenishln
than a menus makennd popular.
game
up the week and a
This is for
totally closed
the reason that the game is not al- low charge of three cents Ik nsked.
lowed to grow tamo where the The girls .,f the eighth grade help
refuge system is used, while when prepare the lunches nnd are havThe
the onen season is enforced for anv ing real kitchen experience.
making of good potato soup won
considerable period the game does tho
state
championship.
become tame and is, consequently,
Agriculture class Is very interslaughtered in large numbers with
this
year. Booklets containesting
the reopening.
Another reason is
essays and pictures of the va- that under the closed season plan ing
nous
vegetables are being made.
the state's income from game liCaptain bull is a very popular
censes, which is necessary for the
game on the school grounds. Two
enforcement of law. is stopped.
are being used and the child-,re- n
Moreover, when came refuges teams
enjoy It as well as basketball.
once get into operation they arP a
The Walter Camp health records
permanently
productive cure inbeing used faithfully in the
stead of a tenmorary remedv. An- 'are
second
and third grades and are
other noint is that there Is alwavs
by the children.
enjoyed
a difficult profilom to he handle,!
The Hallowe'en
carnival made
In tho question- of control when the
ten dollars, to be ised in the pur-- !
open season follows a closed sea- chase of a
or bench.
stool
piano
son. ,
much needed at school, as a comThe same refuge pels as an auto- mon
chair is uncomfortable.
matic preventative for a shortage
The members
of tho eighth
of bucks. The buck is n polygamus
will give a Spanish play on
grade
animal anil only one buck is reFriday, November 24, at the Old
quired in the breeding of five does. Town
8
In the game refuge the older and o'clock.school house, beginning at
stronger bucks drive oth-bucks
of
The program will consist
out of the refuge and on to the
songs and the play, "L'no de ellos
surrounding country.
are:
Casarse." The characters
This open area is where the debeMaria
Anita, Springer
other bucks naturally belong Not Tia
Luisa
Adelina Chacon
only are they pushed out en to the Sr. Proftsor Diego Ruiz
hunting area but they are also
Matthew Ortiu
forced Wn the area whero the Sr. Profesor Jean Ruiz
barren does are to be found.
Fidel Montoya
The play is comical and tho
will
folks
enjoy a pood
Spanish
laugh in their own language. Miss
DANDELION
Sanchez and Miss Balling are in
charge of this program.
North Fourth Street School
The North Fourth Street school
now has an enrollment of 433 pupils. Mr. S. J. White has been
added to tho faculty, and is now
teaching the eighth grade.
enrollment of tin first grade
K. U. .PROFESSOR- is The
48. Tho children in this grade
are doing some good work in singing. These children had a perfect attendance record, last month,
French,
Evelyn
Spraying Them With a So- Elia Fajardo,
Dorothy Burt. Nell Bettis, Joseflne
lution of Iron Sulphate Colvin,
Vlviana Carriaga, Wilma
Floye Wycoff, John Davis,
Will Eradicate the Pests, Easter,Moore,
Thomas Taylor, Tony
Lynn
all
members of the first
Baca,
Botanist Claims
grade.
Hot lunch Is being- - served "U
Lawrence. Kan., Nov. 19. Danchildren."
ninety
delions may now be removed from
Thirteen pupils of the fifth grade
lawns hy spraying them with a sol- made 100 per
cent in spelling last
ution of iron sulphate.
This dis- month.
were, Mllcah Gorct,
covery was made by Prof. A. J. Barbara They
Wader,
Sylvia
Faris,
Mix of the department of botany, Ocariz
Andy Park. Billy
at the University of Kansas, fol- Hunter, Griego,
Henry Cantrell, Georges,
lowing exhaustive experiments In Brnlngton, Roland Boyer, Joe
an endeavor to find a solution for
Mark Moore. Marlon Hunt,
eradication of the plant pests.
French.
The spraying is done three times Lula
Several states of the middle-weIn the spring at intervals of three
are now represented In the eighth
weeks, beginning in April, before grade by children from the North
the first clossomlng
period and
ourth Street Tourist Camps. Their
"gain in the fall, according to fresh viewpoint adds considerable
Professor Mix. The lawn, he says Interest to the work of the class,
should never be sprayed during
in agriculture.
July nnd August because the particularly
of Europe drawn and
The
chemical ami dry weather may colored maps
by the class rival those of
combine to Injure the grass.
in accuracy and
The dandelion spraying solution, coloring. They form an attractive
the professor nnnounces. consists border for the room.
of one and
nounds of iron
Enrollment In the eighth grade
sulphuto to one gallon of water, Is 'twenty-si- x
pupils, which is the
and may be applied with any kind
number for that grade in
largest
a
of baud spray.
tho county.
Iose-L-ea- f
"In doing this two thlogg must
Cumulative
Winston's
be guarded against," Professor
has recently
Encyclopedia
Mix declared.
"The solution des- been added to tho school library.
troys other weeds and white clover
The enrollment of the seventh
as well as dandelions. Therefore, grade totals twenty-si- x
to date. Of
the method Is adapted only to this number nine have had perfect
blue-gralawns or to lawns where attendance.
the temporary Iops of white clover
Willie Thlehoff and Joe Mozley
will do no barm."
received E's In all their subjects
A screen of
lath nnd muslin for last month.
should be used when spraying near
The meeting of the Parents and
to protect Teachers Association which was to
walks and buildings
tl.flm from the stain which the sol- have been last Friday has been
ution produces, the professor point- postponed until Friday, November
ed out.
r
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Gal-lego-

st

Rand-MoNal- ly

one-ha-

lf

24.

A Swedish mother lays her child's
head on a book, in order tljat it
may he quick to learn, and puts

.

of
Approximately 55,000
raw milk and 2.245.000 quart!
quarts of
pasteurized milk are consumed In
coins into its first bath in the be- New Tork city dally, 44 per cen'.
lief that her action will ensure the of this amount being retailed in
bottles.
infanl's future prosperity, - . -

S

I If

law a

A
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GOOD BUY

modern home,
This
faminicely arranged for two
lies, porches, large lot, and
only $3,700.
J, E, Elder
Loans, Insurance,

Ackerson

Phono 41L

Fourth.

120 S.

room white stucco bungalow.
hardwood
floors, sleeping
porch, fireplace, furnace, cellar, gur-ngcorner lot, fine location. Fourth
ward.
$3soo 3 room frame bungalow, modern.
fireplace, oak floors, two screened
porches. East Centra.
white stucco
4000. 4 room,
adobe,
very attractive.
modern,
bungalow,
breakfast nook, fireplace, large glassed
sleeping porch; furnished; Highlands,
one-hablock from Central, In city
limits.
Rome good buys In business property.
Lots and houses ' a H parts of thu city.
0

5

Realty Co.

A.
Tire,
No.

ElOSCEIEI, leaJlSor
Automobile Insurance,
Hands, Loans.
Thone 674..
8. Fourth Street,

Accident,
Surely

Ill

BEST

RENTAL

6 rooms,
proposition in town.
modern, close in; price reduced
11. L.
Fin
nnhl.
See
wntpr
Hogrefo at 313 Vj West Gold.
Or at bau xvorcii
Phono 073.

WANTED
Fifth. Phone 1944-Dairy liana. Fholie 2413-RWANTED Bell hoy and check room
boy. Alvnrado hotel.
FOR RENT
limn took. Ap- WANTEDExpoWenced
ply In person. 615 Enst Central.
One-roo110
KENT
FOR
cottage.
WANTED
Messenger boy with bluyclo;
South Oak.
over 17 years old, yVeMern Union.
Two-roohouse
rurnlshed
RENT
FOR
In pump
Oas englrTe man
WANTED
with porch. 1022 .South Walter.
water. Out of town. Apply 114 North KOrt
Three-roofurnished
RENT
Third.
house.
Call at C13 East Pacific.
Man for dairy and farm
WANTED
Three-roofurnishRENT
house
FOR
work. Cigarette smokers don't answer.
ed. K0.00 per month. Phono l'20-W- .
Phone g40ti-.I- l.
furnished modern house, six
beginners IliO, MCELY
FIREMEN,
rooms. Fourth ward. 1027 Forrester
later $2-(which position?). Address
RENT
care
FOU
November 2S. Four-rooJournal.
Hallway,
316 West
modern furnished house.
per day.
LABOKEKS
$3.00 to S3.".5
Coal.
Good woman cook, $o0 per month. Em
Five-rooOOUU.
111)
niru.
j
furnished
RENT
house,
FOR
ployment Agency,
413 Bouth
or unfurnished; garage.
cirWANTED Young man for travelingsales-mWalter.
culation work. Must ba good
Mornlne
SEVEN-ROObaseCirculation
furnished house,
Manager
On North Eleventh.
Journal.
ment, garage.
410.
Phone
Female.
room modem
New fl
141
South FOR RENT
Al 'y
WANTED Maid.
house In Highlands. Reasonable rates.
Ndltll.
Phone 1452-A girl for housework, apply FOR RENT
WANTED
Five-roofurnished house,
407 South Walter.
water, lights and garage. Call at tilt
WANTED Young girl to wash dishes. South Arno.
511 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Modern furnished, cottuge,.
WANTED Competent girl for general
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch-1211 South Eilith.
houseworg. po
Salesladies. United One Cent FOR RENT Three-rooWANTED
furnished modo.
to One Dollar &rorea
ern house, two sleeping porches. In809
at
Walter.
South
for
general
Reliable
girl
quire
WANTED
nouseworK.
house;
FOR RENT Furnlsb ;d five-roo7U7
138G-Phono
furnace heat.
WANTED Experienced maid. Apply In
West
Slate.
Sanatorium,
person. Albuquerque
FOR KENT Four-roobungalow and
WANTED Housekeeper. Call between
eon-- j,
bath. 214 North Maple.
Apply at
8:00 and 11:30 a. m.
724
East
Central,
for
'"WANTi-Middle-age- d
houlekeeper
five
mall family.
Inquire, 018 Keleher, FOR RENT Modern n stucco brick, baserooms, two glassed-iporches,
phone Ttn-.1421 Eant Silver.
ment.
Must
WANTED Experienced saleslady.
modern brick
FOR RENT Five-rooranjuy dhow
speak spamstr,
houso with gas and garage.
Apply
40i West Central.
1462-York,
701
West
New
phone
three
WANTED :irl for housework,
modern
FOR RENT Desirable
hours a day. call at itou .cas- floor,
furnished bungalow, hardwood
p. m.
trat, after
305-.Woman to sell educational garage, etc. Close in. Phone
WANTED
oottago with
devices. Liberal commission. Addrcas FrI. RENT Four-roosmall barn.
.
S. J. W.. care .Tournal.
fancv chicken house and
.
American woman to talta 1203 West Iron, call
WANTED
Reacottage at
FOR RENT Nice four-roocharge of house.r. 10 Small family.
Seo liroad
807 West Ilazeldlne.
ltf.
t
sonable wanes.
Co., 2 20 South Second, phone 7a6.
. m
ui i.ri'i.'. Kertnri.l Course. Board
Cat-alTwo
modern four-rooroom and tuition may be earned.
FOR RENT
furnished houses will, sleeping porches.
free. Mackay Business College, Los
Highlands. Inquire 224 South Edith.
Angeles,
AVANTBO
Bookkeeper - stenographer. LIST jour vacant houses with ho City
MuBt be well qualified to handle all
Healty Co., for prompt and efficient
ofrico work with sufficient education service. 107 West Gold, phone W.
perand
for
responsible
and experience
One three .'."id ona flvo-roodo not FOU RENT
manent office position. H!.;ae SOLTil-cnttace furnished, verv reasonqualified.
nimlv unlers fully
able. Room 7. First National Bank hldg.
1. D L" C A T I U : J A L, EAFSTF.rtN
Unfurnished five-rooFoil rent
CH A NOB, 11 7 West Copper, city.
modern houso with Bleeping porch and
"WANTED
Woman of mature age and gnrag", in first-clas- s
condition. Phone
experience, thoroughly conversant with Ciil-bookkeeping in all Us varied branches,
manstucco
Nice
RENT
adobe, four-rooto
FOR
to become confidential assistant
bath and sleeping porch, on
ager of good local business. Applicant
?45. Joseph
near
office,
post
paving,
will be chosen for the following qua
Collier, phono 744.
college training or Its equivatbree-roor- n
personFurnished
FOR RENT
lent; experience In accountancy;
remain
house, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch and
ality, character andoneambition to
no
sick. Inemployer
garage. No children and
permanently with
he salary
as may be humanly possible,
quire 323 West Hazeldlne.
or
wilt depend entirely upon the abilityGive FOR KENT One-haof double bouse,
the person who secures the position.
four nicely furnished rooms, glassed-i- n
buBlnoaa
car line, ctose
on
complete analysis ofalleducation,
porch,
necessary details In. steeping
career, state fully
Easy walking distance. 324 South
list
of vour private life, together with
Edith.
.
of 'three references who have known FOR KENT Two-roocottage with
and your Anvu five years orthelonger
same period.
Bleeping porch, garage, electric light,
during
1007 South
Lot fenced.
dres for Interview. A. S. P.. care Journal. Pity water.
$15
Inquire 5911 South High.
High.
nnrt
Mule
month.
per
'
ONLY
1.1
the
ENROLL
FOR .iALE On KENT Frame Htuceo
InSouthwest which GIVES individual
residence at 713 West Coat, four rooms
struction in all Commercial "ranches.
and bath. Two screened porohos. good
Secre
School for Private
n
The Western Hiu-.features, fireplace.
plumbing, built-ii.
taries, phone
mornings,
Call nlone 1S03-W- ,
take
to
or
gentleman
WANTED Lady
WANTED Miscellaneous
one or both of two
, ".,
sellers,
very attractive, good
James
clean ur for Clrr.st- - IfiJtl'EKT PIANO TUNING C:l.C0.
day, good chance to
Duron. 1920 West New York, plione
rvomr
ms trade. lzo
1974-SALESLADIES can TV-AND
SALESMEN
Tn K.itf U RtBnleV Alt DloW .
pomake good money with pesmanent
also a mitre box. Address Tools, care
Attractive proposiIncome.
sition and
de.tr-abl- e
more
Journal.
tion Honesty and ambition
v.. TRANSFER and seavenger work done,
than experience. Address R. T.
reasonable rates. E. a. Grlffltn, 72.
care Journal.
men and wen, ' East Iron, phone 1970-DAY or MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 816 South
pVeparHor positions in our
for
Thorough courses are
First, will pay the highest prices and
K1GHT SCHOOL.
received your
student
second-hand
clothing, shoes
vonr
et
"INSTRUCTION,
thus
furnlturo. inline
INDIVIDUAL
Pr-eA'buquerqu. Bus,
WANTED
Money to loan on first mort .
iness College, opposite cltF hall.
gages. The) security or me ru,.....
J. D. Keleher,
our first consideration.
211
west tioia, pnono .v.
EL PASO BLACKSMITH
DTHl P R4"INfl
9x13 RUGS CLEANED $2.00
HAS BARITONE VOICE
Mattresses renovated, $3.50 up. Furniture
r. paired, packed. Awning work. Porch
Bill
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 19. Is be- curtains.
crvm atumm v- .Ph. 8'.ie-blacKsmlth,
El
Rogers,
J TIMES A DAY
FINISHING
KODAK
come
lieved by persons who hnve sevguaranteed.
satisfaction
.Remember,
In contact with him, including 10 Send your fmlj na t a reliable estabmen,
well-know- n
musical
Return
firm.
postage pal '
lished
eral
voice, mall orders.
Hanna & Hanna. Inc..
have a natural baritone
FoT Vetsa
el
fibers
Cnmmer-lPWorre
marvelous.
of

House.

.",

1

J.

Houses.

Full

frt

Male.

.

PRICED TO SELL
Good
brick house and two;
porches, furnished, garage, good
In
location
price
Highlands;
$4,000; good terms.
It has been
is
owner
at
but
$4,500,
priced
away and says sell. Hurry if you
want it.
K. M CLrGTlAy, REALTOR
Phono 142-201 V. Gold.

FOR SALE

300 V. Gold.

HELP WANTED.

.

Htlvr
new homo on
avenue; six rooms all hardnieo
Areola
heat,
wood floors,
built-i- n
features, etc.
Four-roomodern house in the
Fourth
just completed.
This will make sonio ono a
cozy little home; $3,250, with
exceptionally good terms.
218 W. Cold.
Phono 240.

Realtor

!"'"

mw

a

adobo
modern
New
house, stucco finish, hardwood
for
only
floors
throughout,
$2.S00; $500 down, monthly
payments.
modern pressed brick,
hardwood
floor, furnltsheU,
close in. Fourth ward, for only
$4,750.

Duplex house, 3 rooms and
glassed in sleeping porch on
each side, furnished; a 20 per
cent investment at $4,500.
modern house, 3 sleeping porches, hardwood floors,
completely furnished; owner is
living in house and getting $140
per month from rent of rooms.
The prico is right.
A, L,
Phono

Fo;t

Martin Go,, Realtors

223 W. Gold.

15(1.

beat.

Loans,

Investments

J,

J,

E, Gonce
W. Silver.

Real Estate
Phono

Rooms.
So in Walter.

RENT Room
FOR RENT Three housekeeping rooms.
919 Norlh Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnlstied pooms. 318 South
Wnlter. Phone Ili7-J- .
d
room, very reasonable.
No sick. Phone Ul 3 1.
FOR RENT Three large front rooms
unfurnished 12' South Edith.
ULAYsTONE rooms. 2IS"A West Gold.
Mrs. E. Guldl.
phone 210-Foil RENT One furnished room, gentleman preferred. 417 West Fruit.
FURNJSUEI. rooms, uui water heat; no
slck;no children. 411 West Silver.
FOU REN T Fu r ni shed
roi.m; sfee p iig
porch ; no children. 110 South Oak.
FOR KENT Room
will, connecting
hBth.
East Stiver, phone 1250-1FOR KENT
Nice, clfcitv, steeping and
Housekeeping rooms. 121 'J North Third.
FOR RENT HeHiiAfnliw f,,rnt.hu
ins room. 420 South Edith, phone
1541-J- .
120

FOR RENT Rooms, large outside, nicely furnished, steam heat. 207 'i West
Gold.

SALE
ownei, suburban homo.
furnished
Nicely
front
four rooms and sleeping porch, city FOR RENT
room. No sick. Phone 1515-R- ,
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Postof- - 517sleeping
West Gold.
flcebox, !I3, city.
RENT Very desirable room with
TOR SALE Three-roohouse with FOR
steam heat. Hot and cold water. So9
cblcgen house for two hundred chickens West
Tljeras.
1205
West
parage, lights and water.
Iron, phone 490-RENT One large strict!) clean
loll
room. On
block from new hotel.
FOR SALE A home, eight rooms, mod511 West Coprer.
em, arranged for roomers. $2000 down,
a month.
$50
Addross
No interest.
For RENT Ho, ,M and kitchenette on
J. M. J,, .care Journal.
North Seventh street.
Apply room
FOR
SALE Furnished
house, three one. Superior Hotel.
rooms, bath, electric lights, city water, FOR RENT Two modern unfurnished
garage; 50 foot lot, $500 down and $30
housekeeping rooms with private bath.
910 South Third.
per month. 1300" South Arno.
FOR SALE Nice lot, corner Thirteenth
FOU RENT To light housekeeping
ant Stute, cozy llvablo garage already
rooms, furnished, reasonable. Uilder-slt'ov- e
built. Lights, water, sink, toilet. ApElectric company.
ply 702 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
Four-rooIn modern home.
FOll SALE $3,600. Big soup.
Apply Mrs. Fred
23
modern brick in Fourth ward. Ttnmm.
North Second.
Corner lot close In. Part cah. Must sell. IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, cleau rooms;
S01 South
Edith, phone 157H-.rstes by day or week. Over Pastime
FOR SALE FIve-rnoCalifornia bun- Theater, tilM West Central.
galow, modern except heat, 2 Vz blocks FOR RENT One
largo housekeeping
from Robinson perk. Lawn, trees, flowroom, kitchenette, sleeping porch. $20
ers. Terms.
Phone 1713-208 South Arno.
per month
one
FOR SALE New homes
owner;
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
?4 Yest Gold; one
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
four-roo910
110 North Maple, one
week
or
month.
602H .West Central.
North Maple: terms. Call 821 Vet SilFoil HUNT Nicely furnished II. Ing
ver, .phone 1949-and sfeepinK poreh.
room, kitchen
FOR SALE Beautiful
pressed br"i7k Adulls. No sick, tRU- South1 Broadway.
fivo rooms, Bleeping porch
bungalow,
KooMfi
In
or main inilbiliig
Ideal
cottages
and double pressed brick vrnrnge;
$1)3
to $120 per month. Excellent
For particulars Inhome near shops.
Su
meals.
John's
7oll
Sanatorium,
South
Third.
phone
quire
41.1.
FOR SALE BY oWNKR Five-rooFOR KENT Outside room In modern
I
new modern homo In Heights.
home, steam bent. For ott' or two
Priced at
floors and east front.
Phone 114, 4"1 South
J35O0.00. Pay $Hoo.oo down with terms gentlemen.
If desired. J. E. Mantnn, 205 Cornell.
Broadway.
FOR" RENT Two nice clean rui.msTViiiT-abl- e
five-roobunFOR SATE Beautiful
for two or three men that want
galow, with all modern conveniences.
Best location In city. Buy from owner to room together to make rent cheap.
llr.K. West Gold.
and save real estate man commission.
Address Mark, care Morning Journal.
1TRNIS1IED
Steam
BCNr.Ai.OWS
heated and electrtp lighted without
FuUR-ROOstucco, modern with hardwood floors, laundry, tray, hot water, extrSt charge, $fi0 per month. St. John's
heat garage, lawn, trees, fence, etc. This Sanatorium, phone 491.
Is absolutely the best buy In Fourth ward.
FOR RENT Light housekeepiog room
And tho price Is
with sleeping porch, also small front
Large corner lot.
$4,200. 701 North Twelfth
room. Gas. belli, phone. Well people,
410 West Gold.
brick, by owner. no children.
FOR SALE
423
South Seventh, corner lot. sideFOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
furnished for light housekeepporch,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets, ing. Water and lights paid. Apply 1222
large front back and sleeping porches. South Elm, phone J.434-Phone CIS, or any .real estate dealer In FOR RENT Two
housekeeping rooms
town
In.
Ciuse
furnished.
Highlands.
FOR SALE New adobe white stucco, $22.50 per month.
Water and lights In- five large rooms, bath, large c.oseis,
cluded. Apply 32 North Third.
two
fireplace, basement. Areola lreat,
house,
This Is FOR RENT McSeT.rfm:n7?hdIn
lovely porches, pergola, etc.
three rooms and glassed
sleeping
an Meal home and commands a wonGood porch, also two other largo clean porches.
derful view. . Priced to sell.
Hmall famllv onlv. Sick prtfered. Apterms. Owner, 1021 West New York,
4
ply 1003 South Walter, phnne
phone 1444-R- .
I HAVE tho cheapest and best buy in
FOR RENT Apartments.
Albuquerque for some one who works
house-keepln- g
at the shops. A orand new adobe house,d FOR RENT Two furnisue-TTigSouth
rooms. 736 South Edith.
plastered Inside and out. on
street. Has two nice porches, back FOll RENT Houseveeptng apartment.
and front, three nice rooms. Is located
rurntsherl complete. S15 North Seventh.
I will taks part caeh
right by shops.
How much FOR IlENT-T- wo
.!..,,
and balance by payments.
cash have you? $1,500.00 buys It. Why ter,Ing porch, furnished, 226 Nona Waldo you pay rent?
Pay down what caeh
von have and the rest like rent. Act FOU RENT Furnished apartment, two
1042-rooms, sleeping porch, bath. 218 North
quickly for It will sell. 101Phone
Columbia
Sixth.
or see Scott Rldenmir.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch, excellent
board across street. 116 South Cedar,
and cvntrao work, call phone 13S7-FOii6rD'jOBS
1
FOR RENT Modern apartment, three
rooms and sleeping porch, furnished.
ROOFS repaired or put on new, reason-ablPhono 5272-W- .
George Waters, phone 2000-calclmln-lnPaTnTINO, paperhanglng and
FOR RENT Two rooms anil sleeping
Phone 1972-Free estimate.
porch, furnished; modern. $30. uo. ltiol
fi.iofM.
..
floor
East Central, phone 1112-wTTr
.,.,!,rr
Reasonable. Phone FOR RENT Two-roofurnished aparting and windows.
1952-5ment.
Hot and cold water, steam
kalsom-Inln421
heat.
South
and
Brondn'ny.
PAINTING
Paper hanging
K W. FOU
all work guaranteed.
RENT
Desirable aparunoiits,
08 8jmtjiEdjth.
phone 1344-Owens.
'three rooms nnd f ur rooms each.
104 "urOi Second.
PAINTI"- -. paperhanglng and kalsnmin-C. Modern.
George
i.
FC '. RENT Small handsomely furphone
1410
North
Eighth,
Morris.
nished steam-heate- d
1215
apartment.
30S-West Roma, apply Apartment 5.
low
prices
my
FOR RENT Three rooms
"want you to ofInvestigate
bath, well
a building proposition
on any kind
blocks
furnished, one and one-haB.mga-lufrom postofflce. tnqulre 703 Sllfjer.
you have In view. A. II. Palmer.
'
Furnishedtrr.ee-rooFOR
BullderIJIl.jcityh1J.8-VRENT
or alteratlor.5; all w.rk
NEWWORK
apartment, two sleeping porches, east- '
freeern and southern exposure. Phone 159-guaranteed; estimate!
1n High ands
a
on
lob
close
figure
very
FOR RENT Three rooms and both. fur.
B. B- John
or ilelRh.s. Phone 1755-.09
nlshed for light housekeeping.
son
.."in
South .First, Call at Savoy Hot "Hr O.
furFOR SALE- Ranches.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern
v.;r
nished apartment, close In.
Adults.
r.r.y; "7.
.'..r7,, n.irih of city.
317 West MarDodson's
Inquire
and
Garage,
gropes
6.4 acres good orchard,
quette.
chicken proposition. S0O feet on Hlghhind
fur- RENT Three apurtmenis,
roafl and 070 feet on Osuna road. Cor. FO:
rilBhed or unfurnished.
Steam heat,
ner property. Terms If desired. Apply
court.
.tot
and
cold
O
water, parkview
n. Behher. las
oro"
902 East Silver.
WANTED Houses.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished npart- ment for 'light housekeeping, newly
WIG want a home of five or six looms
No sick. 623 Nurih Third,
In good location.
'liva lowest cost decorated.
'
No agents. or r.OO N rth Second. '
prlco, and street number.
ddress me Box 9. care Journal.
APARTMENTS Nicely fur.llt.hed threo
rooms, sleeping porch, furnace heat,
WANTED To buy or rent, a small
horn. Must have chicken house to hot and cold water. No sick or chll- accommodate 100 hens. State prise and d run. 4 00 South Seventh,
Address 1 FOR
Unfurnished
particulars In first letter.
RENT
Cheap.
1) M.. earn Journal
heat.
Modern
except
apartments.
Three rooms and bjith, $I5.00i four
rooms and bath, $20.00. On car line.
IHJlTS iBunkTof '"ke:-a- . ". Apply National Phone 190. MoKlnley
Land and Lum-b- -cntrmnn
Garment Co.
wrist watch.
LOST Lady's Wallham
Jteturn 110
gold bracelet attached.
and up.
Stanford, for reward.
MATTRESSES rcniDdertO.ic)
work.
Awning
Furniture repairing.
LOST A bunch of keys botween 1017
Bed-rt.- n
S96-FindKrvin
Rus
Forrester and JI8 West l.,rble.
cleaning. Phone
enmnanv
er nlease return to 1017 Forrester.
1

l.

,,

,.

"CARPENTEING

al

nt

tt.-W-

Keleher,

Shelley-Brai-

Phone

YV.

Gold

J,

220

must

Realtors
Insurance Ail Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property With Us.
Phono 635
!0!i W. Gold.

ill

Realty Sales Co,
S.

Second.

Phone

609.

PHONE

520

your winter clothes remodeled and rellned and save
expense of new clothes.
Cleaning and pressing $1,C5,
to have

METER

SlEYEIt

114 West Central Avenue.

T.Mil.l'J

BOARD
SI- Horn. cooking.
North Tenth,
ROOM and eOARD. $ a week. 611
South Broadway.
Full RENT Room, and board If de- in.
."i."1
Phone 2028-l'Oll RENT For gentleman only, one
bed on sleeping porch.
1207 East
Control
FOR RENT
Southeast; glassed-i- n
porch
and board suitable for two. 114 North
Maple.
BOA III i. room and sleeping
purcll for
501
gentleman only.
South High,
phori,.
FO R REN i' Room
and boarii. also
sleepim.
SI 3 South
porch for two.
Arno, phone H5I-W- .

i;.t.

Foil

Phono

S14.

FOU SALE
W'ost Gold.

e

FOR SAI.E-H- uck
North Fourth.

Acorn

range.

heating move.

lf
ill

FO H SAL 10 Motorcycle
wit 5
sidecar.
Phono 2418-JFOR SAI.E-4- 03 Select genuine Navajo rugs.
West Copper.
TRY BODDY'S MILK; BKaT IS TOWN.
Phono 24IS-n- :
Foil KALK Four gt
milk daily
40 cents.
Phnne imih-m- .
FOR SALE Fine eatlitg apples ami
quinces, l'hono ir,;;s..f.
FOR SALE Cash register, small size
National.
?2tiNmhThlrd.
F67r"s7vT.i5 1'lono, priicficuily new, al
a bargain. Phone 2.11
FOR SALE Yth'8 owVcoal.
.
Price
.0. Phono 1MI-.T- .
FOR SALE Almost new infill" fur
scarf. Half price. Call 1251-.FOR SALE Two klttnen rrnges and
other furniture. 212 South Third.

.$050

Dodge Bros.

.soon
.$350

WANTED

Housework ty t.ie day. Phone

IMS.
sedan
feed Ford ton truck
WANTED Practical nurse wants cm- . 11.1
Used Ford light truck
ployment. Phone 183 8 M.
Used Ford touring, lots of extras. .:;75
.$450 WANTED Washing and Ironing by the
Slightly used 1922 Ford touring
dozen. Call 1703-J- .
$1!5
Used Ford touring
.$400 CLEANING PAPER
Bulck "6" touring
Kalsomlnlng. John
.$400
Ooodson,
Overland "6" touring
phnne
CO.
&
KORBElt
J,
Call for
WANTED Family washing,

Dodge Brothers 210Dealers
North
Mtone TS.l

FOR SALE
"El

r

Pi

Real Estate.
on'
Harvard. ' third

i it
SALE
Lot
block, east front.
month. No Interest.

$50

down.

$10

a,

Address J. xu, J.,
'
care Journal.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two resident
lots on corner
University Heights,
fenced with poultry houses on back;
luo.oo cash, balance $10 per month on
each lot. Or wilt trade for lot in shop
district.
Might consider small nouse.
Address J. M. Courlngton, Si 3 Yale, city,
plione

22S7--

RFT

and deliver. Phone 1915-WANTED Clerical position by young
Phone 9, a.
Inity experienced.
WANTED Position by elderly lady as
home or
motherless
In
housekeeper
care for Invalid. 312 foiumbla.
1 A?"
Can make
cook wants position.
Will go
all kinds of pastry.
Address J. 14, care Journal,
for house cleaning
CALL HUTCHINSON
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paining, kalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping
Odd Job Man phone to2-- J

FOR SALE

iaMll?;NT

-jMisc
Pm)nMley-'v-

on ey

to TdXrC

and

Gold.

f.iiir-roo-

h

As Long; A3 It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
1,000

Lumber

200 West Cold.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
KOU SA

I
Hotel, iw.-ntrtinmt, poo!
hull and bar; gnnd lease. ,113 Bnutb
First.
Five-rooHA LIS
house and untill
gnu-cryt 313 South
close In. Call
Pfvcnth.
y
brick bulldintf,
VUli HAIJJ
"j 5
Soudi First: location gocd for any
kind of bulnt'M,
JuurnHl
care VS'nli
Wit IT ti teox J-r)i"i'
for Information or. a flrst-cUs- s
slmv) for pnk. ii to 1 10 a d.iy and bo
your own boss.
f'-nnd
furniture
FOlt SALE
Goo1
boardlrif? and ro'inintf Iiouhp.
Pij vliiff liuihipps.
Party leaving town.

S"7 Soufh Fccnnri
Mnst fell.
SALE
Profitable buuliH'BH,
five years; owner wlolies

113

price very low and a baaln.
terview, auurejiB yumum-- wo
bdqnerr.ue, N. M.

Phone

LIVE AND EARN
Fine largo home of seven rooms,
several sleepim? porches, modern,
furni.slied, centrally located, suitable for roomers and boarders;
price and terms tho inducement.
J, P, Gill Real Estate
V. Central
Phono 770.

"Whitted"

"Whitted Built"
"BEST BUILT" HOMES

Any Realtor

dis- -

For in
j,

BRIGWTWOOD ADDITION

SALELjve8ock.
1.1.
cow
female

.leiwey
and
filii North Second.
I.E Liucks. d',esandf

l'OR SAI.C

fresh

A

HOME

.lug lis

$20

SITE3

T'fo-n-

$10 Monthly.

utares & Pfeiffer

I'ost Otflc.

low.

Best

IN ADOBES MODERN
LASTING

FOR
FOR
osif
FllTT

14

estnb-lihhi- d

to

Kinds of Insurance.
KEAL ESTATK.
Smith Third Street.

All

Allni-Utiorq-

Loans.

Co.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER

milos from two K. 11. stations.
Hlght in Orange belt; grapes can
ho made to pay $ou
per acre;
$fi,2uU; or will trade for first
class residence property in
at cash value.

McMillion & Wood, Realtors

i&

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

10 acres of hearing grapes and 10
acres cultivated and irtegated land
near Porterville, Calif. Only l'.i

Von

feet)

McKinley Land

OPPORTUNITY

Insurance

$15.00.

Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Ave.

Copper

about

(Of

s

Estate Exchange
West

Tetter Grade

A

mm Centra! ti vnn
Highlands;
a mtnth.
5
cfili and

ANOTHER

4t.-- .t
noit l.., pnone
j.
l'l.ifl kali. Bred doei. frlnK rabbits.
Nortli Hlttlr.
Phono H3S-l'OR HALU One SuIsh mill- - guul. ltrcd.

S21

HeM-ier- ,
l'J8 PoutllTlill d.
Ten dees, some with litters.
young rabbitw; also hutches. ')
Vorll. Arno.
Two
SALE
bull, one
me full blood Jersey; one home,

Real Estate, Insurance,
V. Gold.
Phono 108.

Apply O. U.

I'ult

HAIJ--

FU

rhone

CAREFUL

153H--

WILL bull four or five tlioruuKlibrpd
Jersey cows; alio onn pony. I. O408-jnox r.:.i. Teippnonfl
nd
FC It SALEb'oul ii00 cow-aculves;
r.bout 50 etc ere, two years, and about
common Mexican cattle. C.

earnestly invite you to inspect at once this offer: Modern houso in Fourth ward
yielding as rent $65 per month
and owner occupying part of
it.
Full lot; only 8 blocks
from Central uvenuo, at $ 1,750;
moderate terms.

City Realty Co.

FASHIONABLE DOWNS and ladies' tail18 South Walter, pl.one li7-- J
oring.
WANTHL)
Sewing at your home. Room
41
Phono
Crand
Central Hotel,
Phone
HEMSTITCHING Mid pieaili.gr.
.SI-J- .
Mellnl buliainr
room
Mjrlle
Slevert. Ten cents sard.
i.IIMSTITCHINO, 10 cents per yard, at
Rose
DrtBsmaklntr
Madame
shop
State hotel, over Bracy'a cafeteria.
PLEATINO, accordion, aide and boi;
mall orders. N. Crane, 813 North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 314
HEMSTITCHING done promptly In tho
best possible manner, price lOo per
Klngcr
yard. 117 dold. phone 7S7-Scwtne Mi chin. Company.
Vv A NTI-'.rDreBBmokl.ig and sewlnx of
Work
all ltinde by day or garment.
Cheapest rates for best
guaranteed.
hotel.
New
State
work. Mrs. L. I'.oas,
nl.iir.i lux.l-.T- .

RERSONAL.

FOR SALE
Olibl-I- l

I'hono

'..

Poultry-Egg-

your turkey.
llll-W-

t'Olt

SAI.B

FOK

SALE

.

207

s.

old l.ens or frye.

V.

ihoiie 067.

(iold.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
rr it K . h.
W ILSON AND
V1I0.,
Attorneys,
Rooms 15, 1? and 13 Cromwell

Phone

PHItlllltMl

11SJ-J-

.

AM.

l

Bulldlnf.

m.KONB.

UK, 8. I.. Ul ItTON,

Diseases of Ibe 8tnmnrh
Sult- - 3
Barnett rJutldlnie
1K. IAK(.AKKT ( All TWKIl.ll T,
Kesidenca 1123 East Central
Phone S71.
UK. S. .MAIII.K

SKhl lS,

Ohteoputhlc I'byslclao
or
citizens Hank Hldg Ph, M-it

WANTKU
Kew more private pupils, by
11 9
experienced
primary teacher.
Norlh Him. ,hone IflSS-WANTKD
(Hall)
grammar
Spanish
also th two first your Spanish read-e- r
I'hone
(lip VitlsV

BUYERS

Wo

DRESSMAKING.

18:9-"y-

T

UK,
n.TEye,cvTak
Kar, Nose

and Threat.
Phono tSK
Building.
Office Hours
to IS a. m. and t to C D, n.

Barnett
V

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
to
pracfire Limited
Y

I' KIN AH
lISIASE9
(JKN'ITO
AND DISEASIOS OF TlIK 8K.I-ijiliorotnry In Connection,
ntlon. Itnnk Hint?. I'hono K8.

Wnsoermnn

doen White Hock lov
each. ISOfi KnH Silver.
Tnung bronze turkeys for

One

ing hens. $I.1

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of the fcye. Ula&ses kitted
Office removed to 114 N. SecLeghorn
floor. Phont B4?,
East Sil- ond st. Uround

next veara breeders. line etocli. l'houe

C401-J-

K k 1. e e n YV h 7o
FOll S A I.
chickens, lleasunable. 410
ver.
SALE
White Leghorn
KOIl
pullets,
$1.00; K. I. Iteds laying pullets, $1.75.

DR. W. T. MURPHEY

Mmltexl to TubcrctilosISe
Carnett Building Phone 836.
Phone 2401-J1 2 a.m.; 2 to 8 p.m.
FOK SALE rllet a few young hens and Hours: I to
have fresh eggs at home. $1.00 to
size.
to
Mrs.
Shaw,
l.r,i) according
The orange eoloreA cars. Engte.
Pecond.
ISutte dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all trill. is at Bngle. leavltiC
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Hot Springs at 11 :3t a. m. and 1:30 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
full
FOK SALl- - OK TltADU Three
cara.
blood Shepard strain Ancona cockerels. the Dam Una. Wa drive uur own
Write for reservations at our si pens.
Phone 1145
BHOS..
HI.FFERNAN
Props.
Hot Bprlnga N.

Practice

CHIROPRACTORS.
B?rtAUM'xr'

Furniture.

Called lur aud
URE ripuired.
delivered. Phone 1972-1FURNITURE repairing. Awning work.
Krvlo
Porch curia Ins. phone !)ti-FOR RENTT
Garage. 710 Wast LeudT
tf
rifles Bedding company.
Folt HUNT New Winchester
for the deer season, also new Hem FO IiaAI.E Small phonogiuph and records, Jlb.00; bu.e burner, $17.60; Soft
Ington and Winchester shotguns by day
sewing ma.
or season.
The Exchange. ISO West coal heater, .S.0O; drop-hea- d
chine. $10.00: dining table uud chairs,
nolo phone 111,
duofold,
rocking
buffott,
clrlffotilcr,
m
chairs, bed springs and mattresses and
3H North Third.
articles.
n.anv
other
On watches,
MONK I TO LOAN
guna and everything valuable.
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
Mr. B Marcus. 813 South First.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds. Walshes KUU HKNT Uffire ipore, or ii?if foin
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, conJ07 vFt Cold.
ro ins v 1f
n.t.ttph
OrfJeo rooms, Centritl aveyoil KENT Matson's
Book toro. Kor-h- r
nue, obovt
FOR RENT Storerooms.
nd poTttpnTtT Anto rtintrtmnt20x100
WILL arrange to suit tenant
TYPEWRITERS.
foot brick building:
food condition;
opposite Santa Fe shops; reasonable T Vi'KVV Kl Llta Ail makes ova. hauled
L. Heyman, I0
terms. See ur writ
Itibbotis for every maand repaired.
N M
Vo.il, PMrs. A Ihtjon-fql- .e
Exchine.
Albuquerque Typewrl'r
Journal .Want Ada . rtnsf results, change, phona 904-- l:j BoutU Found, IV- -

FOR

.,.ni

Keal Estate.

(140.

Second,

largil;!e.

room
furnished
RE."rNi7e7y
suitable for one or two with board.
Sis West Fruit, phone 1472-s
1
homo-cooke- d
.",.
meals.
Room end board, $10 per weelt.
i,
Pnnth Broadway, phone 1971-I' OR RENT
steam
Nicely furnished,
heated rooms with first-clas- s
table
1 10
I'o'ir't Phonel327-VSouth Arno.
Board and room for two or three
ROOF INti
Private
gentlemen.
Homo
famllv.
EXPERT guaranteed "nrk. phone 1MI-- J
001 South High,
rLlii '.!!?
phone ',21-,JAMFjso.Vd IlANCilfhe place to get FOR SALE New 7. .aland
does
buck.305 Stanford. University Heights.
well; two miles from town;
transportation to and from town; good home I'O.. SALE A good heating stove, larste
223.1-1'hone
conking.
slxe.
Phone 252, 1724 West Central.
FOR RENT Two lovely sunny
porches, FOR SALE Five ten-rodry goods
d
good
reameals.
ADD1.T
counters.
Very
Kuhn's Rtnr. ino
sonable.
No objection to bed patients. fNorth First.
South Walter, phrne 2303-FOR
SALE
One
self cleaning rab.lt
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
hutch; a bargain, If taken at once.
or three persons for n.esls by the 710 West lead.
week:
rooms across the street.
Mrs.
I OR SALE Thurouglibi,.d pit bull pups,
F'cmlng. liis South Cedar, phone 1578-M- .
safe, reliablo dotr for women and
MRS. BERG LUND'S prfviite saiTa'toriu..'.,' children,
rhone 2417-11141. South Edith,
$15 per TYPEWRITERS, all ,n
Annex,
sites, $1f."and up.
month. Prlvato io.nis, hot and coid
is per montti. Albuquerque Typewriter
writer, steam heat.
Malt, building, east,
122 8outh Fourth.
Exchange.
room, glassed, $55.
Good inoals, tray
l'OR SALE Apples, all varieties, for
S'Tvlen free.
conking and eating, ut lowest prices.
XIIHA.VIONTES-ON-TIIE-MES. .
11.
larae, njione 'nir-ll1- .
Only tho best and most comfortable achTcksF TjaIiit
commodations offered. Tho only place
In Albuquerque that provides real home CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream lino;
comforts and best nursing care. Phone
pints. So: quarts. 15c. Phone 739.
and eli let us show you.
FOR KALE
Used
and
tractors,
no6M"AND-n6AirDVlolleowith gang plows.
Hardware
not cure
tuberculosis. To regain health, several Department. J Korber &. Company
essentials aro absolutely necessary. Lot FOR SALE One kitchen tabic, white,
only one bo missing and your chance ol
with metal top; one oak kitchen
411 East Silver.
recovery Is lessened. Each case should table: one heater.
bo treated Individually a. to diet, rest, FOR
SALE Boxed Delicious uppifs also
exercise,
bathing, iron, care, Indoor or
other
At
varieties.
former DeWlrt
porch sleeping, c ntentme.it, worry, nnd
2410-J5- .
menial suggestion.
We give the cure rrnehNorti, Fourth, phone
SAl.E
FOR
Iron uhccl "farm wagoTnl
MO per cent It. detail, with excellent
dlsi sj'piow and harrotv, hugwy harness,
3
results. Casa do Oro.
West Hold.
Ci.UJ-.r1irafternoons, Mot new s Hairy.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments.
AUTOMOBILEJ.
now or used; private or class instruc-tlon- s
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
on above, Fred K. Ellis, Ph, ,102-If. She- -t Metal Works. 17 N. Third.
WOOD
WOOD Call SlMtt.
Tijeras
FOR KALE E-Llg''t Bulck, $1100;
Canyon, for your supply.
Prompt
Ford tourln
11
West Gold.
fdro Canyon Wood company.
FOR SALE
Ford delivery car in good FOR SALE Keift'er's pears from 3 to 5
order, large body. 705 South Broadcents per pound.
Lyncb's orchard,
way, phono 162K-1215 T'ori'.ster. phone 474-FOR SALE Small Ford truck. f80,00; FOR SALE
Singer sewing machine, san1923 Chevrolet
tourinif car, $350.00.
itary couch, two mattresses, one vac722 South Walter.
uum sweeper. Everything good as new.
FOR SALE 1922 Dodge roadster. Take S13 Fast Coal.
Adpart diamonds, balance cash.
Foil SALE One Coin Victor,
dress Box 11, cure Journal.
cornet; practically li"w. Cash or terms.
4
FOR SALE
Bulck roadster, Al ,T, Lewis Clark, 207 West Gold, phono
A
for
cash. Ap- U7.
condition,
bargain
ply Lowland fire station.
0
FOR SALE
Winchester rifle In
new condition for $30 or will take 410
Foil SALE Ford touting car In first-clas- s
condition. Will accept first rea- or 20 guage shot gun In part payment.
1003 South Walter.
sonable offer.
See rifle ut 407 West Copper.
Folt SALE 1921 Dodge touring car. FOR SALE A bargain. Real good gu213
Driven 4,400 miles, Al condition.
itar. $.'. : one set Levlnson boxing gloves
South Prinoelon, University Heights.
hardly used, cost $20, will pell fur $..
SAVE 50 to 75 per cent on used parts, Apartment 20H. Occidental hotel.
difHeev and a.ch cushions
etc.: full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
SOFT SPOTS
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West Copprevent fallen Instvps; cures all fool
Arch Supports. Thos.
per
troubles, $1. Planter
..
408 West Central.
motor- F. Keleher Leathi-CoFoil HALE iiarley-Davldso- .i
-first-class
cycle fh
condition; or wilt STOP Those windows from rattling,
trade for light or. Will pay difference.
out Band, dusv and cold air by
Apply 1oR North First.
Installing Pesce Metal Weather Strips.
R. P. Thomas, 1008 For
FORD SNAP Going east, must sell near- Phone 1742-W- .'
ly new Ford touring with demountable rester.
CO.OuO
RETAIL
and
rims, shock absorber, starter, etc. Al WHOLESALE
condition. $300 takes It. 218 West Gold.
army wool olive drab blankets, packed
18
to a
FOR SALE Maxwell speedster, $50.00; In original government bales,
Communicnto with 10. Klein, 800
Chevrolet speedster, $00.00; Bulck 4 bale.
1919 model, good shape, $175.00; Mitchell North Stanton, El Paso, T'Xas.
0. good shape, looks like new, $450.00.
FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, elecHunters Gnrago, 907 West Mountain
tric orchestra pianos, with slot atvalues;
road.
tachments, phonographs; pre-woulok action, phone 100 or write
for
WAY?
WHICH
South
A used car with continual repairs and George P. Learnard Piano Co., !14
grief or a rebuilt cor with service and Walter.
pleasure? HOBBS QUALITY CARS are USB EFKBCTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
r.
rebuilt cars,
dresslag. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vais-paHOBBS MOTOR Cn.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
A square deal
Homestead
cer
buy.
the
with
Paint.
yon
Cottage
Plymouth
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- r
FOR SALE
I.esth-pisfaction assured. Thus. F Keleher 1CS7-.RELIABLE USED CARS
40
Co
West Central Phone
.$750
Used Dodge Bros, touring
Used and Renewed Dodge Bros.
Position
WANTED

..
eedon
Used and Renewed

fciiniVn
hutiHo,

int.ltidc...
Vine vacant corner, four

409

ooal heater,

corner;
monthly or ynrly.
Ii

iit'tv fvuni

Real

llara

plan,

Thone

adot", rumplPtply furnished, in"tl.v'" tifw furniture,
$ tu'i
por month,
r.isli, ?

fliin

FjOfjSAJL

basement,
garage,
maple floors
throughout,
fircplaeo, built-i- n
feat-tie- s
of tho very best, east
front, on paved street. In the
best locality in the city and
can be bought for S30U less
than cost,
H. Chas, Roeiil

lmri-viu- .l
foatm-pslmnRiilit w, iullt-i- n
floors; ?000 down, ?5
nitmHiIy.
whlto
$2.t.i" Altsolnf (My rnvr,
ftuccu mlutV, nioiiorn nith
fli.nr.s: 51700
cash, ?li.0J
In litrro yearx.

Wo Call for and Deliver.

FOR SALE

o

rooms,

haUng

mile wcut of Bit.rela
Flva
m .intra
y nut n to simp, ten
.fiimites to postoffk-e.'rice jr0t0,
tu.bHlunt ial cash
nnl
payment,
then S30 a month.
rino nw
f n ml turf,
Tinrso
and 335 young
cliickf ns Inr.udt'fi.
New
f."f()n
wliitfl etiicco

$90

with Board!

Rent-Room- s

5

fi( f j
$ I,0i)d.
cash,

t

on

Nearly

Investment Co.

Gold.

YV.

White--Brick-Stuc- co

FOR SALE
'1

20

1

I'lilanco

National

Co,

m

22.1.

Realtor

211

Pliono 410.

For

FOR RENT
Wit

177,

D,

,

rooms, large sleeping porch,
rooms, 2 porches, heat, new.
(i
large rooms, dandy lot.
t rooms, modern, stucco adobe,
5 rooms,
nimk'ni, Tllrrlilands.
Also grocery, curio and awning
stores.
2
3

$5,000' and your own homo
also. At the prico offered this
property will ray for itself
The first
every four years.
reasonablo offer buys it.

Franklin & Co,, Realtors
Insurance,

SELL

TO

Immediate need of nmnoy
compels the owner to sacrifice
tho best paying aptirliiient In
the city. Annual ineuiuo over

n

Seeing is believing; look it

which is little short
These persons are trying tojnduce
I.FC.AI. NOTICE.
In
..p,.b.
Rogers, who never had a lesson hb
THE A aTnTrljEPARTM E N T,
his life, to go eaBt for training In
Office,
Architect's
a fortune
Supervisine
they believe ha has
His voice is clear, Washington 1. C. November 13,
his throat.
will
PROPOSALS
said.
la
SEALED
It
1922.
bibrant,
strong and
be opened in this office at 3 p. in.,
Dec, 5. 1922, tor remodelint, in
WAITER FINDS PEARL
basement, etc., of the United States
Post Office, Albuquerque, N. M.
WORTH $400 BESIDE
Drawings and specification may be
GUEST
A
OF
PLATE
the Custodian at the
obtained f.r
building, or at this office. In the
discretion of the Supervising ArchGreat Falls, Mont., Nov. 19.
Acting SuThe latest in the way of tips Is itect. Jas. A. Wetmore,
in a Great pervising Architect. B. Spitz Cus
being told by a waiter
todian
Falls hotel, Oscar Fredericl-son- ,
who is exhibiting a pearl which he vnnrn 4MC ADMINISTRATRIX.
$400.
is
worth
says
approximately
In the Matter fit the Estate of
Fredcrickson explains that ho servFrank Kleinworth, Deceased.
a
ed a hotel guest with oysters and
Notice is hereby given that
leave
to
when the customer got up
Administratrix of
Kleinworth
he left the pearl, which he found the Estate vt Frank Kleinworth,
in ono of the oysters, beside his deceased, his filed in the Probate
county. Now
court of Bernalillo
plate.
Mexico, her final report as such
RHIXMA-TISand
the court has
IlECOVERS FROM
Administratrix
Thursday, the twenty-thir- d
appointed
"Had rheumatism five months
day of November, 1922, as
TOSrANDFOUND.
that would go from my left knee the day or hearing objections, if
remeto my back. Tried many
any" there be, to the approval of
dies without relief. Finally used said final report and tho dischargo
r Foley Kidney Pills and In fifteen of snid Administratrix.
Witness my hand and tho seal of
rtnys was entirely rured." writes
W. J. Oliver, VIdalia. Georgia. said Probate rourt this twenty-sevent- h
dull
day of October. 1922.
Backache, rheumatio pains,
FRED CROLLOTT,
lieadache, dizziness and blurred (Sean
Clerk tf SnLI Vrnlmte Court.
of kidney
vision are symptoms
WANTED Salesmen.
WELL CONTRACTOR.
ThoNew Vork city water ileimrt-nie.disorder.
Foley
Kidney rills
sells on an nverago of
relieve kidney arid bladUnited
. nulcl.ly
LIVE Hulesmaii.
WELLS DRILLED, drivel, and repiil.tiO,
Investigate
water
218
of
Sold everywhere
Horn
der trouble.
West
per rluy,
Builders of ..merlcu,
gallons
pumps tanks, towers. .1. F. WulkiDkEi
,
123 Meat Marble, phone
or 160,000,000,000 gallons a year,
Gcll.
Adv.
'W'il-m-

Offer"

In a
new frame, located en East Silver avenue',
has heat, hardwood floors, and
all built-iconveniences; furnished nicely; party very anxious to sell, Thone 637.

TERMS

EASY
FORCED

RANCH TO TRADE
SUPERIOR BUNGALOW
t acre ranch,
priced right;
Four rooms and bath, new and house; 3 miles out; good soil;
neat; price and terms can't be will trade for city property.

houso with sleeplights and water.

garage,
1 21 l
Virginia,
FOR SALE Two-roonouse, furnished.
cheap If taken at once. Inquire 1215
boulevard.
Virginia
FOR SALE Ity owner.
New modern
house, furnished. On corner. Garage.
1002 South Walter.
FOR SALE Smul. mofterii, furnished
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms.
Apply 701 East Santa Fe.
FOR SALE Three-roostucco 1'oi.se.
100x142. on corner; barprnln for quick
sale. Apply 1600 South Wnlter.
FOR SALE New
modern home, 1300
down and monthly payments Ilka rent.
J. A. Hammond. 624 East Silver.
FOR SALE Almost new
completely
furnished Income property iu High-hindJ. Qolub, 523 South High.
FC't SALE By owner,
brick
house, 711 South Arno. This Is a real
home at a low price. Phone 2233-VOU SALE New throe-roocottage, on
south High; very
small payment.
Phone COS, First National bnnk bulldlnn.
FOR SALE OK RENT- - New four-roomodern pressed brick bouse, fine location, close In. 121 North Elm, phone
10R.1-R- ,

"Aii Exceptional

Week

5210--

Two-roo-

Al

Martin's Specials for This

SALE U.lck warehouse 4cixH3 on
rivpr.
alley. See Springer Transfer Co.
most desirFOR SALE By owner,
able lot on East Silver.
Telephone 110
FOR SALE
ing porch,

Page Seven

HEP ADVEKT I SEIJEMT S

A

&' Griffith

Kealtors

i

E IF

& JOHNSON

VAN

modern,

ST.
NORTH ELEVENTH
4
garage,
rooms, furnished,
good location.
FOll SALE
brick. Areola heat, fireplace, nice location in Fourth
Terms.
ward; price $5,5nu.

Phone 6T0.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Small candy store stock and fixWill
tures in a good location.
sell at a sacrifice or will trade for
a rooming house. See.

$61--

FOR RENT

Dieckmann

S

'FOK SALE

Gold

209 West
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Koom

Chiropractic

ID N. T. Ar.liljo Bltlff.

i'LltNI'l

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
The restricted residential sectlou of Alburiuerque, where values
are always advanclnsr. and now is a good time to select your
location while you can buy from the Development Company at
$10. down and $10 per month.
r.tiy at least one for your boy and encourage him to put his
money in real estate. It has already been proven many times
that lots in tho University Heights aro a good investment.
Buy now while you can pet them on terms of $10 down and
$10 per month. Call us and let us show you these lots ami
their values.

Wm.
Phone 310.
City Ottice.

.

University

T.

Levcrett

It 10 ALTO It.
Ileigliis

313

Development

West CoH
Company.

INSTANT

COCOA
CO TO

It's so convenient to make.
Lipton's is the kind. Requires but one small teaspoon per cup. Add boiling water and stir; then
add milk and sugar to suit taste. Use boiling milk
in place of water if you wish; it will give a much
richer flavor. Costs no more than most Cocoa.
Each week the sales of Red Star Flour increase
because of its quality.
Nothing else like it in
12
cloth sacks.
and
18,
24,
Albuquerque;

WITNESS

N

MOVIE MAKING;
Sales Force of Famous Players Corporation Stop Here

-

deh

A

:

Limited
When the California
stopped at the f.anta Ko station
here yesterday forenoon, the usual
number or prosperous looking citizens with
spectacles
and black cigars got off and walkthe
ed tip and down
platform. Here
and there a man whs seen wearing
golf trousers, which seem to be a
growing popular garment for railway travel. A few fresh air fans
ail( d, were in the crowd, and
there was a generous sprinkling of
derby huts, which arc almost a
curiosity In Albuquerque.
different crowd
Hut it wuw
from that which usually travels on
the Limited. Almost without any
direction it gathered in front of
the Alvarado curio room, where a
movie camera appeared, and several scenes .were shot. Some of
the men cut up like kids. One of
them put an apple on his head,
while another, getting bow and
arrow from an Indian, helped him
enact a William Tell scene. Then
the crowd gathered at the hack of
the train, where another view was
shot, showing the famous California Limited and the rear of the
observation car as a back ground.
The travelers were the directing
heads and tho salesnianagers of

Thone 28
WARD'S CASH STORE
for 10c
Delivered
Orders
West
Central.
508

Theater

s.

TAollmt

While

LAST TIME TODAY
j

John
Gilbert
IN

"Calvert's

I'ji

tctTs

Also "FOX

Mior.AofT

IIEWS"-Topi-

V ...21

bnniMTAfiurL"

oi the Bay!

cs

HAROLD LLOYD IN A COMED
REGULAR

W. Griffith's

D.

Police Say Boy Took It as
Huge Joke When His Auto
Knocked Man From
Wheel-Ot- her
Accidents.

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM"

j

Mr. and Mrs. David Amsler of
Chicago ore in tlie city fur a visit
of several days,
Mr. anil Mrs. M. Larna!l cf El
Paso nrc stopping over in Albuquerque for a few days. They are
guests at the Alvarado.
O. K. Carney and family of San
Francisco are visitors in the city.
They have engaged a suite at the
Alvarado.
C. T. Brown of Socorro is a
He will
guest at the Alvarado.
leave today for Kl Paso Tex.
C. C. Duke of San Francisco Is
k guest nt the Alvarado. He is in
the city on business.
' M. Silverman
of El Paso is
upending a week in A.buquerque.
Me is stopping at the St urges.
Atram Abeyta. well known citizen of Socorro, is u guest at the
Sturges.
;
C. C. Catron. Santa Fe attorney,
is stopping nt the Sturges. tie will
remain in the city several days.
fi. L. Hubliel of Gallup is stopping at the Combs.
F. W. Moller of El Paso is spending a few days in Albuquerque visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bwan of
Chicago are visitors in the city.
They will, mmain about a week.
L. W. Pruuty of Santa Fe is a
guest at the Combs.
Kay Ciardner, well known resident of Gallup. Is spending a week
in the city visiting friends.
Ho is
Q, guest at the Combs.
J. 11. Eagle of Roswell Is a guest
at the Combs.
T. E. Brandon of Washington.
T). C, Is visiting in tho city for
several da.s.

KING CALLS ON
FASCIST! CHIEF
AT ROME HOTEL

F

i
"v.

t

.MILLS

Volney

Mills

I,.

died

I

(i:00
. . fl:40

PEASANTS', WORKERS'
POLITICAL PARTY TO
CONVENTION
.

Mel-eci-

Kin-porl-

J.

t,

REGULAR PRICES.

733-- J

Decorations
Occasions.

for All

lHl
k

Those wishing to see

who Is in the city for a few
days, may do so by appointment.

w39

CONTl.VlOrSI

IG DOUBLE BILL WITH VAUDEVILLE

CORINNE GRIFFITH

ALSO A

524 West Coal

Phono

BABY MARY ROSE

2028--

The Little
Wonder Girl,
in Songs and Dances.
REGULAR PRICES.
wm--

For Christmas
Remittances
100

'jl'n.BO
025
6.76
13. 38
4.71

Exchange Rates
to Change.

Foreign

.,....uJK..,....,;:- -,

l-

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Per
England, pounds
sterling
Germany, marks
French, francs
Spain, pesetas
Italian lire

COMEDY AND CHARMING,
DAINTY

TWO-REE- L

Sub-ja-

THERE ARE

MANY

REASONS WnY THIS IS

Albuquerque's Most Popular Fuel
CXIFOR.M SIZE CONVENIENT TO HANDLECOSTS LESS
BURNS LONGER MAKES MOST HEAT
CERRILLOS

MAKE YOUR NEXT ORDER

PHONE

EGG

HAHN COAL CO.

91.

TRUCK DELIVERY

WHERE

DESIRED.

,

VAUDEVILLE

AlBUQUERQCE.NM

LAST TIME TODAY
CHARMING, DAINTY

Modern Woodmen
of America

FOR RENT

ALBUQUERQUE GIRLS
ARE PARTICIPANTS IN

SENI0RJRECOGNITI0N
Misses Jean P.assett and
Jane Herron, both of Albuquerque, are members of the senior
class at Nebraska Wesleyan university at. University Place,In Neb.,
the
and participated Friday
custom of
picturesque academic
audiA
large
senior recognition.
ence gathered in tho Wesleyan
auditorium for the event. The
aisles through
juniors formed
which the seniors entered. The
wore
former
togas and caps In
the university colors, yellow and
brown. The seniors appeared for
4he first time in black caps f.nd
Members of the faculty
gowns,
and visiting alumni formed a Dart
of the prqcesslon. The class was
reorganized by Chancellor J. B.
Schreckengast.

Gallup Lump Coal

AT GCT'S TRAXSFEIt
Phono 371.
323 S. Second
NOW

The

Let Us Send a Man
t...H,AH

--

.InylM

glass. Ainuquerque uumoer
Phone 421. 42.1 North First.
o

IMl'.'--

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

J. D. Van Deventer

MASQUERADE

Phono

Wednesday, Nov.

22

Admission, $1.00;
Ladies Free

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work My Long Suit.
Phono 201.

COAL
GALLUP EGG
(Always Burns)
i

0MERA EGG
(Some

Heat Producer)

AZTEC FUEL CO.

ESME Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RIO CLEANING
Phone 4.p3. tlor. 6th and Gold

Gordon Landon's

421

VV.

Central

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedan
AI.HCQl KIIQI'E
HRIVFRI.ESS OA It CO,
Cars Delivered.

SUGARITE

SWASTIKA

St en in Coal
Mine Run
Chestnut
Nut Pea & Slack
Straight Slack
SIGN OF

Wc Guarantee Satisfaction.

DO IT NOW

1102 North First Street

J. MILLER, Pres.

COO

COAL

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

Make your selection now and have
it laid aside with a small deposit
until Christmas.

L.

GALLUP

Domestic Coal
Fancy Lump
Fancy Egg ,
Fancy Nut
Fancy Chestnut

Phone 251

Shade Shop

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- s
Cloths)
Klrsh Curtain Rods
415 Vorth Sixth
Phone

SONGS, DANCES, SPECIAL COSTUMES
In addition to Regular Program.
REGULAR PRICES.

"The Rainbow Five"

PALMIST

Pat, the Plumber

Wonder Girl

The Little

Music By

2206--

Madam Petite tells past, present,
and future; reads strictly from
science and guarantees satisfaction. Now at her new home, 1107
North Eleventh street and 1108
Saw mill car.
North Twelfth.

Baby, Mary Rose
IN

Odd Fellows' Hall

FOR RENT

Phone

H

"Divorce Coupons"

Dr. Whittington

J.

,,.. It...

FOX-CiJR- RE

IN
"

"ook-laoe-

T"

ar

tl

Gal-leg-

Wiseman, the Jeweler
.Second

and Gold.

'

Phone

35.

CARS FOR RENT
Speedsters. Coupes, Tourings.
With Winter Tops.
No Extra Charge for
Conveniences.
121 N. Third
Phono 58(1.
COX, THE ORIGINAL.

WANTED
Counter

Show Case and Cash
Register.
Call American Furniture Co.

d

multi-li-

ght

all-st-

THE BLUE

REVIVAL SERVICES AT FIRST

' BAPTIST

CHURCH

--

kagcs-Sbcllc-

The
supporting cast is headed by Lowell Sherman and includes Louis Wolheim. A great cast an
exciting story a wonderful entertainment.

732

NOTICE!

j

r
His home was
years.
aged
in Chicago, 111. His mother, Mrs.
El Paso, Nov. 19. "A Peasants'
Anna Andrus, has been here with ants' and Workers' " political party
liim and will take the body to will open a five-da- y
convention in
Chicago.
Strong Brothers are in Chihuahua City, Chihuahua, Mexico,
tomorrow.
memFive
thousand
charge.
bers nro said to- be In the Bravos
. GARCIA The funeral of Jose district, of which Juarez is the
Garcia, who died Saturday morn- seat of government. They have seCastillo llerrera,
ing at his sister's residence, 1402 lected delegates.
South Second
street, was held one of the delegates, declared the
yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock party will oppose all revolutions
from the residence to the Sacred and work for tho breaking up of
Heart .church where short serv- huge estates as provided for in the
If, also professes to
ices were held.
Burial was In constitution.
San Jose cemetery. Crollott was be against bolshevism and other
radicalism.
destructie
in charge.
MORE JOIJS T1IAX MKX.
a
ROMERO The funeral of
Kans., .Nov. It). There
Romero,
daughter areEmporia,
more jobs than men at
of Mrs. Melecia Romero, who
.1. R. Wilkie, director of the
died Saturday evening nt their
1003 South
Williams Emporia free employment agency
residence,
In the; city and rural
street, was held yesterday after- says. Paving
plant,
noon at 3 o'clock from the resi- districts, a new disposal
residences being built, a
dence to
the Sacred Heart numerous
new
a
hotel under construction,
church. Burial was In San Jose
line and sewer Cxteu-- ,
cemetery, Crollott was in charge. transmission
sions are all claiming
laborers,'
- " RAMIREZ
Eloisa Ramirez. 23 Wilkie added.
years old, died last night at her
lor llm convenience of piit.oiifs
residence at Atrlsco. She Is surllic hospitals, Mrs. !.plt
will
vived by one child, and her hus- at
her Order-Sheupon
band. Mrs. Ramirez had only mail Price!.
1st for Prepaid PoM- been here six months,
having
Holiday Gift I'ai
rome here from Winston, Arizo- age
Pilioii-NiitPrecedence will lie
Funeral arrangements are given these orders
na.
placed well hi
awaiting arrival of her parents, ndvunee.
rt.
I'annle
32J
who livo in Winslow, Arizona. Xortli Tenth street. Tel. Spitz,,
HO!.
Adv.
Crollott Is in charge.
Have you wen the lK.aiit.liil
TO. II. t'ONNFR. M. I. U. O.
laiiifw.
fie degrees of
light, at Event
Osteopathic Specialist,
inc., Jcnclors.i
101-S23.W.
fetem Bid;;. Tel.
Adv.
".

G;00
:40

5

Beginning Monday, Nov. 13, the
l'o St a I
Albiiqiiorque-SniUStage will leave twice dally m
leaving Albuquerque 7:30 a.
and 2 p. m... arriving at Santa
Fe 10:30 a. m. and 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe 8 a. in. and
4 p. m., arriving Albuquerque
11a. m. and 7 D. m.
headquarters:
Albuquerque
Ringling Bros, cigar store, 210
COO. Santa
Phone
West Central.
Fe headquarters: Bank confectionery, phone 222.

Steam Boilers

Signor

A

l:4t)

greenhouse, Fourth and Santa
Fe Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.

I

Siul,

HOLD

.

Tovn Flower Shoppe,

Floral

!

nt his apartment here yesterday,
3S

..

WITH

LIONEL BARRYM0RE
vnd SEENA OWEN

Cut Flowers

'

Mussolini, Italy s r acisU
premter.
King Victor Immamiel of Italy
Mineral Lodge No. 4. Knlshts of recently paid a formal visit to
Pythias will meet at 8 o'clock to- Premierin Mussolini at the Hotel
Rome. The premier, with
night. The rank of knight will be Savoia
conferred on several candidates his' secretary greeted tin ruler on
Next Monday night, November 27, the steps of the hotel.
will be ladies night. Adv.

FUNERALS

Phone
Cp

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AND

..11:00
.11:40
l:oo

a.m
u.m
a.m
a.m
a.m
a.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m

Ives Greenhouses

'I

M ,

.

If

Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Violet-ra- y
treatments. Armijo Bldg. ph. 741.

DEATHS

.,

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

FOR SALE

,

t

. . 7:00
7:40
8:00
.. 8:40

4'

-

!

Stage Leave Briggs' rharraa-r-

SD--

i'

The Last Word in Thrills

Af IU QVER(tE
LINE

...
Leave TiernaJllIo
Arrive Albuquerque .
Leave Albuquerque
Arrive Bernalillo ,
Leave Bernalillo
Arrive Albuquerque
Leave Albuquerque ,
Arrive Bernalillo ...
Bernalillo ...
Leave
Atnvo Albuquerque .
Leave A Ibuquerque ,
Arrive Bernalillo ...

Semi-final-

lit

LAST TIME TODAY

sec-'th-

.

Factory wood, full truck load,
five dollars. Hahn Coal company.
Phone 91 Adv.

yrU.E

'

"tl

m

From the "Two Orphans"

LOCAL ITEMS

BERNAL1M.O

f;iv-ii.- g

PRICES OF ADMISSION.

TUESDAY

ALL KINDS OF FRESH FISH
RECEIVED DAILY.
Delivery to AH Parts of Town
Fresh Lobsters and Shrlnin
:100 H. Second.
Phono 885--

n

ujtxmmm
UtwMMR

dillon
jack
story y

Valley"

"i

mm

'

City Fish Market

AUGHS

2

THEATE

at the

Hugh Munn, a young driver of
an automobile, which collided with
f
'
,i man riding a bicycle yesterday
t
morning, Mill probably not consider the affair sucli a huge Joke
1 when he faces Judge Roddy this
I
morning, as police repoil ho did at
the time the accident occurred.
According to the police the
Munn youngster seemed to think it
a qtille laughable matter at the
They
time tho accident occurred.
say that he luuehed heartily over
(
the
of
f
bicycle
the plltfht
I
lowly
rider and continued merrily on tils
ly.
Police report that the accident
occurred at 11:20 yesterday morning at the corner of Fourth street
I and
Copper avenue. They say the
car driven by the Munn boy knocked a bicycle rider from his wheel
and the hoy then laughed. The boy
was later cited to appear in the
police court this morning to answer
to charges of reckless driving and
"
driving without a liejnse.
i
Judge Roddy appears to have
the faculty of impressing tratfic
violators with the majesty of the
law, particularly when they hold
tho law lightly. The Munn boy
may find laughter rather expensive
if he is convicted today.
li
C. P. Cecil is another cited to
the Paramount-Famou- s
Players
appear before Judge Roddy this
corporation, en route to Los Anmorning and answer to a charge of
gel, s to attend their first semitraffic violation. He is charged
annual convention. There were til
with speeding on Central avenue
in the party, chief among whom
at 2:20 yesterday afternoon at the
were Adolph Zukor, president of
of twenty-sevemiles an hour.
rate
the big liim corporation; James
A third cited to answer a traffic
L. Lashy, production manager; S.
violation cliargn this, morning is
R. Kent, general manager; Marcos
Dino Funaguidi, char-- d
with drlv-- .
of tue Loew
I.oew, proprietor
ing his auto at the rate of thirty
theaters.
miles an hour on South Fourth
Pictures such as weto taken hor
street
Police
yesterday.
report
were made of the travelers as they
that Bonaguidi has been given half
left New York City, nt Chicago,
Miss tlwenrolTi Vtu,
a
violadozen
on
chances
tho
same
and Kansas City. The Albuquerque
a titl"
Chicago society is quite perturb- tion but say he persists In exceedpictures will be shown, with
the speed limit.
line showing where they were made ed over the announcement of tbx ingStill
who will tie rein a big Los Angeles theater,
engagement of Miss Gwendolyn quired' toanother
answer to Judge Roddy
this city a good deal of favor- Field, granddaughter of Marshal!
today on the traffic regulations is
able advertising.
Field and niece of Lady
to J.
F. Campbell.
He was cited yesThe travelers remarked on the Charles ICdmonetone, sonBeany,
and
heir
beautiful sunshine, so advantage- to Sir Archibald Edmontons of terday on a charge of driving an
automobile
without
a driver's lious to motion pictures, the picturDuntreath castle. The prospective cense.
esque Indians and the charming.
kno in to Chicago so
Several auto accidents were reSunns!! Mission style of the ai groom isn't
Misa Held has been hvinu ported to the police yesterday. G.
varado. Zukor and Iisky said the ciety
O.
Sill of 223 West Marquette
motion picture business Is good, in louuou.
that the car of Abrum
but that is nothing new as the
of Socorro collided with his
movie business seems to be good; TURKEY ON COUNTRY
auto at Fifth street i nd Gold avealways.
nue. Gallegos agreed to pay for
CLUB GOLF MENU IN
Tho parly was traveling in three
damages.
special Pullmans and had its own
Pete Dominicale, 103 South First
PLAY NEXT SUNDAY
dining car and club car. Members
street, reported that an accident
of the party represent the best
occurred
at First and Gold as he
.alesmen and district sole manTurkey will grace the bill for was
to make a complete
e
Country club's turn. trying
Albuquerque
agers the company has In all
to back
lions of tho country.
They will 'annual Thanksgiving golf tourna-hav- e to avoidHe was cumpelled
another car which was
an opportunity to see pic-- j meat, to bo held next Sunday, on
at
e
that
oth-thparked
and
point
reports
ture made at Hollywood and
Country club links. Three live
er California centers. For many of 'turkeys will be the prizes awarded that while ho was backing another
car, moving north, collided with
them though they have sold filinsj for play.
for years, it will be their first cx- The "Turkey Tournament' will his car.
Another case which
will he
the actual be open to all members of the
pericnee at watching
Judge Roddv this
filming of tho film romances and country club and a largo entry is brought before
of Harr.v Beleher.
dra mas
fne turkey will be morning is that with
charged
It was a crowd of good sports. awarded as first prize for the low He is of
snatching the
A
purse
Arthur
extractChitwood,
not
were
seeking publicity,
medal score, less handicap and the
They
$10
from
it
and
ing
then
for
tho
the
after
with
throwing
to
Journal,
the competitor
third
reporter
the
purse hack to Chitwood. The
making himself known, however, second low medal score, less handicharge reads that the affuir ocwas not allowed to go away with- cap.
curred
November 11.
out "the dope."
s
of the State National
Colored porters said they were bank golf cup tournament will also
DR.
K. Mn ( K ACKF.N
FRANK
enjoying the most prosperous trip be staged. These competitors will DR. DAISY
H.
Mac( KACKKN.
the; turkey
they have had in months.
be
for
also
elegltr.e
Osteopathic
In the party were Jesse L. Las-k- prizes. Their scores in competiPhysicians
Pli. Office
Adolph Zukor. Sidney Kent,) tion will be counted in the "Turkey 500 W. Central. Sll-ISosirtenoe
.l
Adv.
R. C. Libeau, Kansas Chy district; Race." For this reason all compeKansas!
lien
lilotcky,
manager;
in the Cup play will pluy
titors
Kansas
L.
Frank
Newman,
City;
through.
City; E. E. Shauer, Marcus Loew.j The original program
for Hie
Cerald E. Alurs, Harry Ballance, State National bank cup tournaA.
of
A.
Block,
Philadelphia;
l.
ment contftiplnted playing off both
My Pathfinder Car fur Cash.
M. Kotsfnrd. advertising manager;: the semi
Snn- liunls and finals next
V
FT1 II
'l On.MlUll,
II. XX.'
br- - neces
MRS. GOTPHALL-it
wou'd
Hnwever.
(;y to start
liuxoauin, .sew i oi'k uiHiriei huiu-- : sary
1213 East Central Phone 1419-- J
early in the morning
sales
divisional
John
Clark,
oirer;
to follow out this program and the
manager; H. I!, v ranKlln, li, it. J.i early morning hours are inclement
Frawley, of the home office; Har-- i as regards golf. For this reason
ry Hunter of Washington; J. H. only tho semi finals will be played
Maclntyre of Portland. Me.; John; next Sunday and the finals will be
D. Powers, of New Haven: Charles
played the following Sunday, De-- i
E McCarthy, publicity manager; cember
To responsible and permanent
".
ofof
home
the
adults a four-rooHenry Salsbury.
nicely furwere decided
Three matches
fice; Claude Saunders, exploitation! through play yesterday afternoon,
nished cottage.
manager; Waller It. Scates, of while one went by default. FollowApply 04 Eu.st Coal.
Boston; George J. Sch.'iefer, New
are the results:
England ., district manager; Mel. ingMeCanna defeated
Herkenhof,
mn ,111 tree
vunrv unlna
iClioiw.i
4
d
W. E. 'smith. Philadelphia district
Glumi
three up
(pf''aU'1
,Sr?
general.
manager: George
l,1:tiiurehuMinir nirmt: E. W. Rwelcert. uli" 0
MeArthnr
defeated
"White,
of Wilkes Barre; CJeorgo Weeks,
Nicely furnished
house,
divisional sales manager; M. W. and 5 to play.
glassed-i- n
Swillman won from Hanger
sleeping porcli and
S.
of Albany;
Allen
' Keinpner.
Hazel-din- e
323
West
garage.
default.
Apply
Moritz, of Buffalo; Utto llolle, of
or
Chicago; G. A. Durlam, of Milwau-- l
KKS
FORF.IGX
DKCRF.ASK.
J.
E.
of
Phone 1494-Elder,
f'ineinnati;
kee; If.
Nov.
19. There
Yokohama,
E. Fontaine of Cleveland; II. W.
are
in
7,820
foreign residents
'Given, of Detroit; M. M. Mirsh, M.
'O. Hughes of Pittsburgh; A. B. Yokohama, according to a cenM. sus taken by the municipal auLeak of Sioux Falls, Charles
Of
these 4,71 nre
Reagan of Indianapolis; Philip thorities.
562 Pressure
Britishers,
Reisman, Minneapolis, district man- Chinese, 1,047
Steel
Tanks,
Stacks
407
241 built and
Russians.
Americans,
district
ager; H. A. Ross, Detroit,
Guaranteed
repaired.
133
Min80
and
French
Germans,
of
Frederick
Strief
manager;
rebuilt boilers for sale.
Expert
neapolis; C. C. Wallace of Chica- Swiss, with a few each of almost bollermakers and welders.
other nationality.
This Is NEW MEXICO STEEL CO., Inc
go; F. F. Cresweil of Atlanta. D. every
Prince of Atlanta, It. J. McManus a decrease of 228 over last year.
II. Louis Hahn, Mgr.
of St. Louis. A. W. Nichols of Des
Phone 2023-Res. 1947-Close out grades of Pearl
s.
Moines, K. D. Thompson of Omaformerly nrlccd nn n
ha.. Oscar Morgan nhd George
Meeker, representing Cosmopolitan special, $8.05. Everett's. Adv.
and A. O. Dillenbeck of the Hunff- Metzger advertising agency.
Modern Furnished House.
horn-rimme- d

n ABncitr

)

En Route to Los Angeles
Celluloid Center.

Do Your Marketing

1

KNOCKS

)ji'H'l'ii'uiui.mi
try vwmw "faw.
wtMii-i- i
j&- - itnitu in' nMriiyinif ntf'

;!.'

CHICAGO HEIRESS
TO WED BRITISHER YOUNG DRIVER

FILM SELLERS

Albuquerque'
Finest

November 20, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Eight

25c TAXI
Phono 15
Day and Night Service.
Open and Closed Cars.
Cadillac and Hudson Sedan.
Rear Statu National Hunk.

Preaching by the Pastor,' Rev. T. F. Harvey, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Blahkenship, Members
of the Evangelistic Staff of the HOME MISSION
BOARD of the Southern Baptist Convention.

YOU ARE INVITED !

Wm. E, Walton, President and Manager,
WE SPECIALIZE IN

GALLUP COAL
THE VERY BEST ON THE MARKET.

-

Coal Supply and Lumber Company
PHONES 4 OR 5
Let our trucks give you service.

